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RECRUITMENT AND HIRING
• Support National Police Misconduct Registry: To ensure that problematic officers are
not hired by the Department or elsewhere, participate in the National Police Misconduct
Registry, as outlined in the H.R. 7120 George Floyd Justice in Policing Act, Sec. 20, which
requires local law enforcement agencies to submit to the Attorney General every 180 days
beginning in 2022 certain data regarding officer complaints, discipline, termination, lawsuits,
resignation and certification, should this or similar legislation be enacted.
• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity Policy/Guidelines: Develop and implement a robust
diversity, equity and inclusivity policy and guidelines that reflect current best practices to
create a diverse workforce, reflecting the broad range of diversity in Los Angeles to include
race, gender, language, life experience and cultural/ethnic background. As consistent with
California law, the guidelines should include ways to:
o Recruit individuals who reflect the community they serve.
o Prioritize the recruitment of applicants from historically underrepresented groups
in policing, e.g., female, applicants of color, and LGBTQIA+.
o Develop effective strategies that:
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§

Leverage police officers’ community relationships to more effectively
recruit from underrepresented communities.

§

Ensure all images associated with recruitment campaigns highlight the
racial, ethnic, and gender diversity of the workforce.

§

Continue to collaborate with leaders in the community and reach out to
colleges, community associations, faith-based organizations, military
associations, and affinity groups to recruit diverse applicants.

§

Evaluate the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
outreach and its effectiveness as a recruitment vehicle, and whether this
outreach resulted in positive exposure to the LAPD. Determine whether
this recruitment effort is achieving the desired recruitment results as well
as whether HBCU students found the exposure to the LAPD to be positive
and worth the continued investment.

§

Expand the use of influencer campaigns to recruit candidates from diverse
or underrepresented populations.

§

Focus on recruiting groups that are currently underrepresented in the LA
Cadet program to join the program.

§

Continue to conduct hiring seminars with a focus on attracting candidates
from underrepresented groups, such as from Black, Asian/Pacific Islander,
female, and LGBTQIA+ demographics.
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o Expand the hiring of female officers to help achieve gender parity and balance
consistent with the Department’s Strategic Plan.
§

Develop effective strategies to recruit women and increase their
representation, including the use of those strategies mentioned above.

§

Measure and publicly report on a regular basis the successes and
challenges of achieving gender parity.

o Expand the hiring of candidates from underrepresented groups, such as Black,
Asian Pacific Islander and LGBTQIA+ officers consistent with, and in addition to,
LAPD’s Strategic Plan.
§

Develop effective strategies to recruit minorities, including those strategies
mentioned above.

§

Measure and publicly report on a regular basis the successes and
challenges of achieving greater ethnic group diversity.

o Provide mentoring and test preparation assistance, where feasible, to support all
candidates during the recruitment and hiring process.
§

Ensure that all recruits are matched with a mentor and, if requested, with a
mentor with similarly diverse background and experiences during the
recruiting process.

§

Provide exam testing seminars and mock interviews.

§

Ensure the recruitment dashboard is easily accessible, understandable,
and user-friendly for the applicants.

o Continually evaluate hiring qualifications, testing, and practices to ensure that the
systems used do not disproportionately or unfairly disqualify or reflect bias
against applicants.
§

Explore alternatives if a hiring practice, e.g., written, oral and/or physical
tests, disproportionately disqualifies applicants of color, women, or other
underrepresented groups.

§

Publicly report this data.

o Improve and advertise family leave/maternal/paternal leave policies to attract a
more diverse candidate pool.
o Continue to recruit diverse candidates to serve as Reserve level 1, 2 and 3 police
officers.
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o Continually evaluate the drop-out rates during both the hiring and academy
training processes, particularly for candidates of color, women, LGBTQIA+, or
other underrepresented groups.
§

Collaborate with internal staff, community leaders and civil rights experts
to help understand and minimize minority attrition.

§

Publicly report this data on a regular basis.

o Seek candidates in the hiring process who are likely to police in a fair, impartial
and unbiased manner by identifying those who have a facility for, and positive
interactions with, people from diverse cultures and backgrounds.
o Establish guidelines during the hiring process that will take into consideration
aspects of cultural sensitivities such as the candidate’s socio-economic
conditions, lived experiences, and resiliency.
o Review and refine the Department’s Diversity Campaign with the Diversity Task
Force to ensure it has specific, identifiable goals to assist in creating and
maintaining a more diverse workforce. Such goals should include:
§

Evaluate trends and strategies for recruiting diverse candidates and
preventing attrition.

§

Develop additional strategies for outreach.

§

Review hiring paradigm to reduce processing times.

§

Ensure that individual candidates are receiving needed support through
the hiring process.

§

Ensure goals noted above are actively addressed and achieved.

• Community Outreach and Engagement: Seek community input from civil rights and
community leaders, among others, regarding recruitment and hiring practices to ensure that
they reflect community values.
o Seek community and officer input when assessing staffing needs, identifying
unfilled vacancies, and adjusting staff numbers based on projected population
changes in the community.
o Assess recruitment outreach strategies and campaigns to ensure that they:
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§

Reflect the mission of serving the public with a police force that mirrors the
diversity of the residents it represents.

§

Reach the broadest potential pool of applicants, with a focus on the target
population, to attract high-caliber candidates. Some examples include:
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•

Evaluate the effectiveness of current advertising tactics and
partnerships.

•

Examine engagements with outside experts to determine if
effective.

•

Expand in-person recruitment opportunities.

o Continue to develop community recruitment pipeline programs, including the
following:
§

Create youth advisory boards in various communities, including
communities of color, and receive their input, feedback, and suggestions
about recruitment and hiring in those communities.

§

Work closely with the Los Angeles Community Colleges’ communities to
further develop the Associate Community Officer Program (ACOP) to
encourage young people from the community to look upon the LAPD as a
desirable and fulfilling career in line with the recruitment messaging
mentioned herein.

• Guardian Mindset and Community Focus: Embrace the “guardian mindset” and advance
a community-centered culture to attract applicants of all backgrounds. Emphasize the
“guardian mentality” in hiring, as opposed to the perceived “warrior mentality.”
o Ensure the imagery in recruitment materials, job postings, and advertisements
emphasize the service and guardianship nature of the profession, as opposed to
the militaristic/crime-fighting image, as these images can shape the community’s
stereotype of law enforcement.
o Encourage and support community/relationship-based policing for all officers at
all levels. Include in recruitment and ongoing, activities, events, and opportunities
within the community, where residents positively interact with officers out of
uniform and observe them on a human level engaging with the community.
o Develop software to help track the officers’ community engagement/interactions,
e.g., provide a disposition code in the vehicle mobile data computer that allows
officers to input community interactions.
o Utilize community engagement as a factor in the hiring and promotion of officers.
o Focus on hiring officers who have a direct connection to the Los Angeles
community and have a community-focused approach to policing based on their
background and experiences. Enhance the hiring practices and screening
protocols to help identify the following:
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§

Individuals who are joining the force because of a shared value for
community, safety, and collaboration.

§

Individuals who understand the intersection between oppression,
systematic racism, and violence.

§

Individuals who have an eagerness to learn and grow.

• Enhance Transparency and Trust: Disseminate information to the public about policing
policies, recruitment, procedures for complaint/commendation, and the rights and
responsibilities of citizens and officers in interactions with each other.
o Continue to promote information to help make the community aware of the
Department’s training, actions, and publicly available reports, e.g., The Annual
Use of Force Report.
o Conduct additional outreach to underscore the positive work officers do every
day.
• Recruitment Training and Efforts to Attract High-Caliber Candidates: Ensure that all
candidates hired are of the highest caliber and meet or exceed the employment standards,
even if that means hiring fewer than planned.
o Train every officer on how to recruit candidates.
§

Starting in the LAPD Academy (Academy), emphasize that every
interaction with the public should be an opportunity to highlight and
reinforce the Department’s commitment to serve the community.

§

Ensure the Department’s leadership continually embraces this
Department-wide training philosophy to help attract and build a serviceoriented and community-minded culture and workforce.

o Reinstate the recruitment bonus program that previously existed, to reward
current officers who successfully recruit officer candidates.
o Provide cultural awareness training to officers and personnel, including but not
limited to the hiring staff, applicant interviewers, and those who serve on
interview panels.
§

Request that City Personnel seek interviewers and panelists who
represent a variety of diverse backgrounds.

o Continue to promote the Department’s “whole person” approach in the selection
process and ensure that it includes psychological fit, desired traits, emotional
intelligence, and desired outcomes.
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o Examine recruitment campaigns and materials to ensure they reflect and attract
the ideal person LAPD is seeking.
§

Work with staff and community stakeholders to outline the characteristics
that describe the ideal candidate, e.g., service-minded, sound judgment,
respectful, mature, compassionate, etc.

§

Ensure the marketing efforts and messaging includes those
characteristics.

§

Include in the evaluation process mechanisms to identify those
characteristics, including testing and training staff to effectively identify the
“ideal” candidate, e.g., provide them with probing and relevant questions
to ask during the interview process to help determine if the candidate
reflects the values, characteristics and commitment the Department is
looking for in an officer.

o Request that City Personnel include in its psychological assessments of
candidates (1) an evaluation of the social and emotional intelligence and wellbeing of incoming recruits, and (2) a screening for desirable traits, rather than
only undesirable ones.
o Provide support to make the hiring process more efficient and prioritize highly
valued candidates.
o Include positive messaging in recruitment efforts and materials to attract high
caliber candidates, including the identification of:
§

Opportunities to significantly and meaningfully effect change in the
communities they serve and to shape the future of the LAPD.

§

Paths to becoming a potential leader in the LAPD and their communities.

§

Ways to build trust and respect within the communities and transform the
way policing is viewed.

o Seek candidates with a higher education and life experiences, where possible.
§

Evaluate the pros and cons of pending state proposals that may require
high education as a pre-requisite for hiring.

o Consider implementing a scholarship or work-study program that incentivizes
individuals to join the Academy.
• Collaboration Between LAPD and LA City Personnel Offices: Collaborate with the LA
City Personnel Offices to develop joint recruiting and hiring goals annually and publicly
present these goals to the Police Commission, the Mayor, and the City Council.
May 21, 2021.
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o Establish metrics to assess whether the hiring goals are being satisfied and
regularly report to the Commission any problems and successes.
o Continue to conduct regular CompStat briefings on hiring, recruitment, and
retention to review the data and assess its impact.

May 21, 2021.
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• General Training Principles and Instruction: Review and improve training policies and
programs to ensure they are up-to-date and reflect current best practices, including:
o Ensure training conforms to established POST guidelines for basic Academy,
full-time peace officers, and level 1, 2 and 3 reserve police officers.
§

Continue to meet and exceed POST standards.

§

Publish POST guidelines.

o Consistently evaluate and reinforce all training programs and strategies through
Academy and in-service training.
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§

Ensure that Department’s mission, vision, and values are infused in all
trainings.

§

Incorporate the principles of procedural justice into all aspects of the
trainings.

§

Incorporate bias-free policies and principles into all aspects of training.

§

Continually evaluate the training programs to include all important aspects
of current policing and continue to supplement, when necessary, due to
current events or changed circumstances.

§

Ensure there is an emphasis on upholding the rule of law, honor, service
to the community, and guardianship.

§

Explore contemporary adult education techniques that are geared toward
experiential training, reflection, problem solving, and discussion, to
prepare officers for the application of skills in the real world (i.e., when
interacting with members of communities) and account for different
learning styles.

§

Continue to evaluate and use innovative training modules, tactics, and
technology to best engage and teach officers skills needed, and to
increase program effectiveness.
•

Continually develop and utilize training modules and situational
training techniques, including real-life scenarios and computer
simulation-based training, wherever appropriate.

•

Ensure training modules include varied and numerous “best
practice” examples from Body-Worn Video (BWV) footage.
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§

Enhance training through rigorous review of officer complaints, Office of
Inspector General (OIG) audits, officer involved shootings, use of force
reports, etc.

§

Evaluate whether Academy and in-service training time, assignments, and
distribution of both, are sufficient, or should be increased or modified to
ensure compliance and optimize training experience.

§

Consider and evaluate up-to-date and alternative training models to
determine if LAPD’s model constitutes best practices and best prepares its
officers for the communities it serves.

§

Engage subject matter experts, police and community leaders, university
researchers, government agencies, and mental health providers in
training.

§

Continue to work with the Community Advisory Committee in developing
new training techniques, protocols, and programs.

§

Use engaged and enthusiastic instructors with course materials grounded
in everyday policing practices.

§

Ensure that the different training opportunities offered throughout the
Department enhance skills and knowledge such that officers perceive the
training is an effective tool to serve their needs and make their job easier,
rather than a chore imposed on them.

§

Obtain evaluations from all trainees to constantly improve and develop
training programs aimed at appealing to and meeting the professional
needs of officers.

• Training should address and reflect community diversity: Training should focus on
critical thinking, social intelligence, implicit bias, fair and impartial policing, historical trauma,
de-escalation, and other topics that address capacity to build trust and legitimacy in diverse
communities and offer better skills for gaining compliance without the use of physical force.
o Include diverse members of the community in the development and participation
of the Department’s training programs, including subject matter experts,
community leaders, university researchers and police who specialize in use of
force/de-escalation, crisis intervention, implicit bias and procedural justice
training.
o Address issues of cultural competency, sensitivity, and responsiveness in
training programs.
o Training should cover interactions with the LGBTQIA+ population, including
issues such as determining gender identity for arrest placement, interaction with
May 21, 2021.
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the Muslim, Arab, and South Asian communities, and immigrant or non-English
speaking groups, as well as reinforcing policies for the prevention of sexual
misconduct and harassment.
• Emphasis on De-Escalation, Crisis Intervention, Implicit Bias, and Procedural Justice
Training: On an on-going basis, emphasize and incorporate into the Academy and all inservice or other training programs for all staff and officers current principles and best
practices of de-escalation, crisis intervention, implicit bias, and procedural justice.
• Peer Intervention Training: Provide peer intervention training so that officers know how to
comply with their duty to intervene to stop misconduct by fellow officers or superiors.
• Measure and Audit Effectiveness of Training: Measure before and after implementation
of use of force/de-escalation, crisis intervention, implicit bias and procedural justice policies
and training to determine effectiveness.
o Complete and maintain accurate and up-to-date records of training curricula,
materials, and attendance.
o Develop an ongoing evaluation and audit system to determine whether the
training programs, tactics, and time allotments are effective, and revise training
policies and protocols accordingly (e.g., seek written evaluations from
participants, review training test scores, post-training performance) and
aggregate Department-wide performance trends over time.
o Establish metrics to assess the above.
• Evaluate Alternative Training Models: Evaluate up-to-date and alternative training
models to determine if LAPD’s model constitutes best practices and best prepares its
officers for the communities it serves. The Department should evaluate alternative training
methodologies to ensure that training at the Academy reflects best practices, and that the
Department’s training leads the nation in modern police training practices, such efforts
should include:
o Evaluate the European Model, and other widely used models of training, to
determine whether those practices can be incorporated or followed, such as:
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§

The European model involves an alternating rotation between the field and
the Academy over a period of 12-18 months. This allows the recruit to
balance the theoretical and the operational in a much more thorough
fashion.

§

Such a model of training may offer additional benefits over models that
place greater emphasis on the absorption of large amounts of information
followed by an exam to determine the degree to which that information
has been absorbed. Subtle nuances (e.g., communicating with a mentally
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ill person experiencing a crisis) can get lost once the exam has been
completed.
• Professional Development: Provide professional development opportunities to
Department personnel to help them develop leadership and team management skills
throughout their careers. Standards and programs need to be established for every level of
leadership from the first line to middle management to executive leadership.

Specific Training Areas
• Use-of-Force/De-Escalation: Periodically review and continually enhance the
Department’s use-of-force and de-escalation training policies and guidelines to ensure they
are up-to-date and reflect current best practices, including:
o Comprehensive policies should include training, investigations, prosecutions,
data collection, and information sharing.
o Policies must be clear, concise and continue to be openly available for public
inspection.
o Training should emphasize positive engagement with the community and
continue to emphasize de-escalation and alternatives to use of physical force in
situations where appropriate.
o Include at a minimum, annual training that includes shoot/do not shoot scenarios
and the use of less lethal technologies.
o Incorporate into the training subject matter experts, police and community
leaders, and university researchers who specialize in use of force and deescalation training.
o Actively use scenario-based methodology/reality-based training to teach officers
the skills of how to de-escalate individuals in crisis (e.g., realistic scenarios where
police officers face interactions with real people acting as citizens).
o Emphasize de-escalation of interactions with community based on verbal and
non-verbal cues, use of time, distance, available resources, and actions in all
LAPD programs.
o De-escalation training should emphasize the need to show respect, even when
the community member is perceived as being disrespectful or hostile.
o Ensure advanced de-escalation training is paired with all updates of the use of
force policy.

May 21, 2021.
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o Training should also focus on conflict resolution, applied skills and emotional
intelligence scenario training and role-playing.
o Increase supervision and shadowing with experienced officers so less
experienced officers can learn and observe more effective ways, both verbally
and physically, to de-escalate a situation.
o Conduct review of body camera footage to assess officer compliance.
o Implement mechanisms to ensure oversight and auditing of policies/training to
ensure compliance and effectiveness of training.
§

Ensure that first line supervisors observe and review officers to confirm
that they are utilizing the skills and training in accordance with the training
curriculum they received.

o Regularly evaluate existing early detection and intervention systems that alert
supervisors and command staff where warning signs of excessive use of force
may exist to determine if they are up-to-date best practices and effective.
o Establish a consistent and progressive discipline system for violations of use of
force policies, including additional training, reassignment and/or discipline.
o Ensure the City’s Crisis Response Team and the Department’s Family Liaison
Unit are deployed to all police use of deadly force encounters.
o Ensure that the families of those involved in police-related deadly force
encounters are treated respectfully, provided timely information on a consistent
basis, and given access to appropriate resources and services.
• Crisis Intervention: Periodically review and enhance the Department’s crisis intervention
training policies and guidelines to ensure they are up-to-date and reflect current best
practices, including:
o Require mandatory training on crisis intervention as part of the Academy, inservice, and basic training for new recruits, and regularly thereafter for all
officers.
o Incorporate into the training mental health professionals and advocates, including
interactions with persons with mental illness and other disabilities and their family
members, to help officers become more knowledgeable about these areas and
have access to mental health resources.
o Review and enhance the Department’s Mental Health Training program and
continue to require all officers to participate in it.

May 21, 2021.
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o Review and implement best practices regarding crisis intervention training
protocols to help reduce police-related injuries for people with mental health,
substance abuse/addiction, or other disabilities, including:
§

Educate and train officers to identify individuals with mental health
conditions, disabilities, or substance abuse/addiction, so the officers will
know when to request support from appropriate medical and mental health
professionals.

§

Emphasize training that includes a trauma focused approach that equips
officers to deal with individuals in crisis or living with mental disabilities (as
part of both basic recruit and in-service officer training) as well as
instruction in the disease of addiction and effective social interaction and
tactical skills.

o Actively use real-life scenario-based methodology to teach officers the skills of
how to de-escalate individuals in crisis.
o Expand the Systemwide Mental Assessment Response Team (SMART) crisis
model, which pairs mental health professionals with police officers to respond to
incidents where the police have been called and mental health, emotional crisis,
or substance abuse challenges are suspected to be at issue.
o Continue to train with and develop effective working relationships with
partnership programs, such as DART (Domestic Abuse Response Teams),
SART (Sexual Assault Response Teams), GRYD (Gang Reduction Youth
Development) and other specialized service providers including:
§

Mental health response teams that include mental health professionals,
social workers, crisis counselors, and other professionals making
decisions alongside the police officers regarding planning, implementing,
and responding to mental health crisis situations (the SMART program
mentioned above).

§

Homelessness, substance abuse, human trafficking, child abuse, and
domestic violence.

§

LGBTQIA+ social service providers.

§

Other services as the needs of the City, its residents, and the Department
evolve.

o Create a tiered emergency response system that assesses the situation to
determine which type(s) of responders are necessary to partner with law
enforcement in response to a service call, e.g., crisis counselor, domestic
violence advocate, mental health expert, etc.
May 21, 2021.
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§

As the City funds alternative service delivery systems, the Department
should also develop a co-responder model, with social service providers
and/or mental health advocates, to respond to certain calls for service that
are appropriate for such a response.

§

As the City funds alternative service delivery systems, the Department
should reduce its response to social service calls that are appropriate for a
non-law enforcement response.

o Enhance and promote the data collected on the SMART program to demonstrate
the incidence of crises and the efficacy of crisis response practices. Include the
number of encounters with people in crisis and the nature of the encounter, e.g.,
mental health, suicide attempt, drug overdoses, disability, etc.
§

Track officers’ responses and the outcomes of their responses and
conduct post-training assessments of officers who respond to crises, as
well as the outcomes of those responses, to ensure that programs are
effective and that training addresses community challenges.

§

Ensure this data is accessible to the public.

o Ensure plans are in place to communicate with key community constituents in the
aftermath of a crisis. Communications plans should include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

The affected families
Police rank and file
Police unions
Other city, county, state, and federal leaders
Community and faith leaders
Youth and school officials
Business and philanthropy leaders

• Implicit Bias: Regularly review and enhance the Department’s implicit bias training policies
and guidelines to ensure they are up-to-date and reflect current best practices, including:
o Offer POST-certified, evidence-based training on implicit bias.
o Ensure training includes examples of actual cases in which bias policing
complaints were filed.
o Measure before and after implementation of bias-free policies and training to
determine effectiveness.
o Include cultural competency and awareness training regarding minority
communities, e.g., Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Asian Pacific American/Asian Pacific
Islander (APA/API), Muslim, Arab, South Asian, LGBTQIA+ and other
communities, regarding interactions, dress, religious practices, etc.
May 21, 2021.
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o Educate all officers regarding the historical bias against minority communities,
including Black, Hispanic/Latinx, APA/API, Muslim, Arab, South Asian,
LGBTQIA+ and other communities.
o Incorporate in the training subject matter experts, police and community leaders,
and university researchers who specialize in implicit bias training.
o Develop standards on how to handle and report hate crimes and include
information publicly online.
§

Ensure officers take statements and reports of hate crimes, report, and
investigate them.

o Train officers to be cognizant of bias. Best practices include:
§

Train officers to be aware of implicit or explicit bias of individuals reporting
incidents.

§

Provide anti-bias training for police officers.

• Procedural Justice: Consistent with the Department’s Training Bulletin, Volume XLIX,
Issue 3, dated April 2020 (Procedural Justice policy), periodically review and enhance the
Department’s Procedural Justice policy to ensure it is up-to-date and reflects current best
practices, including:
o Develop robust procedural justice training that provides clear guidelines and
examples of the four seminal principles -- trustworthiness, respect, neutrality, and
voice -- and integrate those principles into the Department’s policies, procedures,
and practices.
o Educate the Department about these principles, how to apply them both
internally and externally, and the ultimate goals, e.g., building trust and legitimacy
both within the Department and in the communities it serves.
o Incorporate into the training subject matter experts, police and community
leaders, and university researchers who specialize in procedural justice training.
o Ensure the entire Department is trained on the procedural justice principles and
ensure they are reinforced in all training programs.

May 21, 2021.

§

Starting in the Academy, educate on the importance of procedural justice,
and provide clear examples of how to build trust and confidence in the
communities they serve.

§

Ensure the Department’s leadership continuously models and integrates
the principles of procedural justice in its interactions with its own officers
and staff, as well as the community.
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o Examine opportunities to incorporate procedural justice into the internal discipline
process.
o Evaluate procedural justice training programs in other jurisdictions and the
feasibility of implementing a similar program at the LAPD.
• Police Service Representatives (Dispatcher/911 Operator): Supplement the training
and guidance provided to Police Service Representatives on gathering information from
callers to be cognizant of bias and to determine the appropriate service response.
o Provide Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to Police Service Representatives so
they can more accurately determine which calls require officer and/or some other
type of assistance, e.g., mental health, domestic violence, substance abuse, etc.,
and refer said service calls to the appropriate party.
o Training should include techniques for identifying signs that a person may be
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, suffering from a mental health crisis, or
possibly suicidal.
o Police Service Representatives should gather the appropriate information and
dispatch police and/or other agency resources in accordance with situationspecific guidelines. These procedures should be guided by data on police
responses to incidents reported through 911.
o Police Service Representatives should relay this information to responding
officers through the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system.
o The Department should invest in call technology updates, where feasible, to
allow Communication Centers to receive text messages, videos, and photos.
o Encourage the community to dial 211 (LA County), 311 (LA City), and other
referral hotlines instead of 911 for non-emergency incidents.
o Train Police Service Representatives to be cognizant of bias, including implicit
bias. Best practices include:

May 21, 2021.

§

Train Police Service Representatives to be aware of implicit or explicit bias
of individuals reporting incidents.

§

Provide anti-bias training for Police Service Representatives and to relay
information without bias.

§

Evaluate and monitor the specific language used in dispatching officers to
calls for service to ensure that the language does not inadvertently frame
the situation or result in an inappropriate police response.

§

Formulate a process to enable Police Service Representatives to use
discretion to inform a caller that an officer will not respond without a
16
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legitimate indication of criminal activity, when they suspect a biasmotivated call.
§

Ensure Police Service Representatives training emphasizes procedural
justice concepts throughout.

o Evaluate methods to continually recognize the critical function that the
Communication Center plays in all aspects of law enforcement operations. This
is critically important because:
§

It is estimated that for every call resulting in the dispatch of a field unit, the
average Police Service Representative will answer the phone at least
seven times.

§

The Police Service Representative can have a profound impact on the
public face of the Department.

• Other Training Areas: Continue to develop, enhance, and evaluate the training policies,
guidelines, techniques, modules, and situational training tactics regarding the following
areas to ensure they integrate principles of procedural justice and are up-to-date and reflect
current best practices:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Racial Profiling
Gender Identification
LGBTQIA+ Interaction
Mental/Physical disability
Immigrant or non-English Speaking Groups
Mass Demonstrations
Preventing Sexual Misconduct

• Community Policing:1 Ensure there is a common understanding and appreciation of the
community policing concept throughout the Department, which includes building
relationships and solving neighborhood problems. Community policing should be infused
throughout the culture and organizational structure of the organization.

1

Effective community policing initiatives consist of three critical components: Community
partnerships that include collaborative relationships between law enforcement agencies and
the public in order to develop better solutions to problems and increase public trust in police;
Organizational transformations that provide the alignment of management, structure,
personnel, and information systems to support community partnerships and problem-solving
techniques; Problem-solving strategies which pertain to a process of active examination of
identified problems to develop and evaluate effective responses.

May 21, 2021.
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o Adopt and implement policies and training with communities that are rooted in
the principles of guardianship and that reinforce a dedication to protecting
communities and preserving public safety.
o Ensure community policing is an operational philosophy within the Department
that includes:
§

Integrating community policing into mission statements, strategic plans,
and leadership development programs.

§

Working with community members to establish an overriding mission
statement and a strategic plan that integrates community policing into all
operations.

§

Articulating the vision, goals, and objectives of community policing and
include measurable outcomes across the Department.

§

Creating strategic plans in coordination with community leaders that lay
out strategies for achieving community goals.

o Train officers to act as role models who should be respected and admired, rather
than just enforcers of the law who should be feared.
o Adopt procedural justice as the guiding principle for internal and external policies
and practices to guide their interactions with fellow employees and the citizens
they serve.
o Continue to facilitate officers meeting the community, including children and
teenagers, at public events to better understand cultures, encourage
transparency, and help build trust.
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§

Give officers ample time to engage with community members and help
solve community problems.

§

Develop programs that create opportunities for patrol officers to regularly
interact with neighborhood residents, faith leaders, and business leaders.

§

Assign officers to specific geographic areas or beats to enable them to get
to know residents and become familiar with neighborhoods to reduce
implicit bias and lead to better decision-making and more effective law
enforcement.

§

Encourage officers to get out of their cars and walk the neighborhoods, go
into establishments, and visit schools to help build positive relationships in
the community.

§

Model this behavior for new recruits/hires to help emphasize the
importance of building community relations and trust.
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o The Department and Police Commission should periodically host small dinner
dialogues to gain community perspectives and recommendations to inform policy
with communities of color and underrepresented individuals.
o Ensure sufficient resources are committed to community policing.
§

Use resources efficiently to promote community policing and ensure
resources are allocated equitably across neighborhoods.

§

Advocate for more funding for community policing initiatives and
investment in social and community services that improve public safety,
such as after-school programs, street lighting, and homeless shelters.

o Expand LAPD’s Community Safety Partnerships (CSP) citywide.
§

If funding permits, increase the number of CSP officers.

§

Continue the CSP model where (1) residents work alongside officers to
reduce crime by developing sports, recreation, and other programs
tailored specifically to their community; (2) put a heightened focus on
tackling quality of life issues; and (3) bridge communication and trust gaps
between residents and the LAPD.

§

Focus on connecting people in need with resources, such as employment
training, mobile medical programs, and counseling.

§

Continue to measure CSP officers by the trust they build, and the
relationships made, rather than arrests or citations.

o Support community members, government officials, and service providers in
working together to create a range of services to support people in crisis such as:
§
§
§
§
§

Crisis hotlines
Walk-in centers
Mobile crisis teams
Peer crisis support services, and
Crisis stabilization units

o Expand community policing and engagement alternatives as a career track for
officers who choose to remain in the workforce in direct community relations.
o Educate and engage the community for input on policing policies and
procedures, especially those communities with high rates of enforcement, to be
transparent and help build trust.
§
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Track the level of trust in police by those communities.
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§

Provide annual community surveys, with accepted sampling protocols, to
measure how policing in a particular community affects public trust.

• History of Los Angeles and Policing: Include historical information about LA and the
LAPD’s policing practices in the Academy and in-service training.
o Such training should be made available to all officers and include:
§

Historical information about LA, its richness, culture, people, and
establishments.

§

The history of the LAPD, its policing practices, and relationship with the
community, to help new recruits and officers understand why some
segments of the population have a distrust or fear of law enforcement.

§

The historical and political overview of the 19th and 20th century origins of
modern policing.

§

Members of the community should participate in the planning and
execution of the above training.

o Implement a Robust History, Truth, and Reconciliation Program
§

Review programs successfully implemented by other police departments
throughout the country, and work with scholars and community members
to develop a robust program in Los Angeles.

§

Encourage other components of the City of Los Angeles to engage in this
effort.

• Development of Field Training Officers: Recognize the importance of Field Training
Officers (FTOs) in the professional development of new officers by ensuring that significant
care is given to the selection, training, and supervision of FTOs.
o Develop robust programs to train FTO, so that FTO programs align with
Department and community need and values.
o Ensure that FTOs are well-trained and embrace community centered policing
models, and cultural awareness of the communities they serve.
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§

FTOs should be experienced officers who are up to date with in-service
training, are sufficiently skilled in core areas (e.g., impartial policing and
de-escalation) and have shown a commitment to community policing in
their performance.

§

Ensure that the discipline records of FTOs are reviewed and considered.
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o Treat FTO service as an important career step that factors into promotional
decisions to attract candidates who reflect the values of the Department.
o Continue to assess and review the FTO program to identify how to incorporate
technology and increase program effectiveness.
• Professional Development: Provide professional development opportunities to
Department personnel to help them develop leadership and team management skills
throughout their careers. Standards and programs need to be established for every level of
leadership from the first line to middle management to executive leadership.

May 21, 2021.
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• Policies Must Emphasize and Ensure Bias-Free Policing: Consistent with the
Department’s policy prohibiting biased policing, set forth in Department Manual Section
1/345, the Department must require all personnel to interact with all members of the public
in an unbiased, fair, and respectful manner. Department personnel may not conduct any
law enforcement activity, including stops and detention, based solely on a person’s race,
religion, color, ethnicity, national origin, age, gender, gender identity, gender expression,
sexual orientation, or disability (to any extent or degree), immigration or employment status,
English language fluency or homeless circumstance as a basis for conducting any law
enforcement activity.
o Encourage officers to employ calm and respectful language and behavior, and
prohibit officers from using language or taking action that taunts, denigrates, or is
derogatory to an individual (such as by using racist or stereotypical language).
o On an annual basis, review the Department’s Policy Prohibiting Biased Policing
to ensure that it is comprehensive and reflects best practices and procedures,
and update accordingly.
o The Department’s policies currently exceed federal and state law protections for
protected classes. During the annual review, assess whether any additional
marginalized groups should be included in the policies.
o Update the Department’s policies, including adding:
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§

Supervisory responsibilities in the prevention of explicitly or implicitly
biased and discriminatory behavior;

§

Obligations of the Department to provide bias-free policing training at all
stages of an officer’s tenure;

§

Explicit and concrete definitions of “racial bias,” “implicit bias,” “explicit
bias,” “disparate treatment,” and other relevant terms to ensure consistent
application of principles;

§

Discipline for the use of offensive or derogatory language and behavior
associated with an individual’s actual or perceived status, such as racial
slurs or stereotypes;

§

A comprehensive social media policy that governs the Departmentsanctioned and personal use of social media. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, prohibit Department personnel from using social media
in a manner that could endanger the safety of Department personnel
and/or their families, compromise ongoing investigations, or erode public
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trust and confidence in the Department. Provide training to Department
personnel about the appropriate and prohibited uses of social media; and
§

Periodic review of the effectiveness of the Department’s policies,
practices, and training.

• Recognize and Reduce the Adverse Impact of Unconscious Bias: As discussed above
in the training section, the Department should provide more extensive and frequent cultural
competency, bias-free policing, and de-escalation training. The Department should also:
o Continue to incorporate best practices learned through Body-Worn Video and the
mediation and investigation of complaints.
o Work with communities with traditionally adversarial relationships with law
enforcement to develop training and immersion in cultural diversity to build trust
and legitimacy in diverse communities.
o Work with community leaders and experts to ensure the Department’s bias-free
policing training covers the following topics:
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§

The Department’s bias-free and impartial policing policies;

§

Refreshers of topics covered in Procedural Justice training;

§

The existence of implicit bias and how to minimize its impact on policing;

§

The importance of police legitimacy and how it is impacted by implicit bias
and discriminatory policing;

§

Methods and strategies for more effective policing that relies upon
nondiscriminatory factors;

§

Police and community perspectives related to discriminatory policing;

§

The protection of civil rights as a core pillar of our country and a central
part of the police mission, which is essential to effective policing;

§

The existence and impact of arbitrary classifications and stereotyping;

§

Identification of key decision points where prohibited discriminatory
policing can take effect at both the incident and strategic-planning levels;

§

Methods, strategies, and techniques to reduce misunderstanding, conflict,
and complaints due to perceived bias or discrimination, including problemoriented policing strategies;

§

Cultural competency training that prepares officers to interact effectively
with people from diverse communities, including, but not limited to, people
of color, LGBTQIA+ individuals, religious minorities, and immigrants;
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§

Recognizing when a person has a physical, intellectual, developmental or
mental disability, including protocols for providing timely and meaningful
access to police services for individuals with disabilities;

§

The history of anti-blackness in policing and the historical bias against the
Black community;

§

The specific history and racial challenges in the City of Los Angeles;

§

The appropriate use of social media; and

§

The value of proactive, community-oriented policing.

o Ensure that bias-free policing training is incorporated in other training, such as
explaining how officers should conduct various police actions, including stops,
frisks, searches, arrests, and use of force in a non-discriminatory manner.
o Through training and supervision, reinforce to Department personnel that they
are prohibited from making routine or spontaneous law enforcement decisions
based solely on an individual’s membership in a protected class or on substitutes
or stereotypes for protected classes, such as manner of dress, mode of
transportation, or language ability.
o Continue to conduct periodic audits of Body-Worn Video to ensure that the
Department’s reverence for human life and commitment to procedural justice (as
evidenced in the Department’s use of force policies, including Directive No. 16 on
tactical de-escalation techniques, and its April 2020 Training Bulletin on
procedural justice) are being reflected in everyday contacts with the public. The
number of audits conducted and the results of the audits should be reported on
an annual basis.
o When officers are eligible for promotion, conduct audits of Body-Worn Video and
promote those officers that adhere to the Department’s reverence for human life
and commitment to procedural justice.
o Re-training or other appropriate action, which may include discipline up to and
including termination, should be taken if Department personnel fail to activate
Body-Worn Video in circumstances required by the Department’s policies or
when the audits of Body-Worn Video reveal a failure to comply with other
policies, such as the Department’s de-escalation or procedural justice protocols.
o In an effort to prevent inaccurate perceptions of biased policing, update the
Department’s procedural justice principles to provide concrete examples and
guidance to officers on how to handle situations that often result in complaints of
biased policing, including explaining when it is and is not appropriate for an
officer to ask if a person is on probation or parole during a routine traffic or
pedestrian stop.
May 21, 2021.
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• Respect of Religious Beliefs: Work with community leaders and experts to develop,
implement, and train officers on a policy guiding officers’ interactions with members of
religious communities.
o The policy should include, but not be limited to:
§

Instruction on interacting and searching individuals with garments or
coverings of religious significance;

§

Accommodating private searches of women wearing religious head
coverings, except when such an accommodation would compromise
officer or public safety; and

§

Respecting and accommodating the religious beliefs of incarcerated
individuals, such as respecting religious prayer timing and dietary
requirements (including the fasting times for religious holidays).

o Provide cultural sensitivity training about religious groups that educates officers
about religious practices, including religious practices that do not constitute
“suspicious” activity, such as public prayer or communal prayers.
• Respect for Individuals without Regard to Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity or
Expression: Work with community leaders and experts to review and, as necessary, revise
policies and practices guiding the Department’s interactions with transgender, intersex, and
gender nonconforming individuals, including protocols for arrests, pat downs and searches,
transportation, and detention (including the Jail Operations Manual), in order to ensure that,
at a minimum:
o Terms are properly defined;
o Department personnel address, and in documentation refer to, all members of
the public, including with transgender, intersex, and gender nonconforming
individuals, using the names, pronouns, and titles of respect appropriate to the
individual’s gender identity as expressed or clarified by the individual;
o Absent exigent circumstances, where same-sex pat downs or searches are
required by law or Department policy, Department personnel will respect the
gender identity as expressed or clarified by the individual and not rely on proof of
the individual’s gender identity, such as an identification card;
o Absent exigent circumstances, where Department policy requires individuals to
not be transported or detained with individuals of a different gender, Department
personnel will respect the gender identity as expressed or clarified by the
individual and not rely on proof of the individual’s gender identity, such as an
identification card;
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o Officers are prohibited from inquiring about intimate details of an individual’s
anatomy, or medical history, except as necessary to serve a valid law
enforcement purpose; and
o Invasive searches used for the purpose of determining gender identity are
prohibited.
• Respect of Individuals with Disabilities: Work with community leaders and experts to
review and, as necessary, revise policies and practices for ensuring effective
communication and meaningful access to Department programs, services, and activities for
individuals with physical, mental, or developmental disabilities.
o These policies should identify specific procedures and responsibilities applicable
to circumstances in which officers encounter persons with mental illness,
intellectual or developmental disabilities, hearing loss, speech impairment,
autism, dementia, blindness, and mobility or other disabilities, including, but not
limited to:
§

Properly defining terms related to individuals with disabilities;

§

Providing reasonable accommodations, to the extent safe and feasible, in
order to facilitate officer encounters with individuals with a disability;

§

The arrest and transport of individuals with disabilities or who require the
assistance of ambulatory devices;

§

Using qualified and Department-authorized interpreters, consistent with
Department policy, to communicate with individuals with hearing loss or a
speech impairment, including for the provision of Miranda warnings; and

§

The ability to request alternative forms of assistance, such as from mental
health or social services providers.

o Develop a training bulletin that provides guidance on interactions with people
with disabilities, including:
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§

Recognizing and responding to conduct or behavior that is related to an
individual’s disability, including qualifying medical conditions such as
dementia, epilepsy, and other physical, mental or developmental
disabilities;

§

Providing effective communication and minimizing barriers to
communication, including by incorporating sign language and other modes
of communication used by people with hearing loss or who have a speech
impairment during police-community interactions;
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§

Attending to the specific needs of individuals with disabilities, such as
mobility devices, prosthetics, and service animals; and

§

Recognizing and responding to identified abuse, neglect, or exploitation of
individuals with disabilities, including making any notifications required by
Department policy or the law.

o Evaluate whether the Department should designate additional Department
representatives as Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) liaisons who will:
§

Coordinate the Department’s efforts to comply with the ADA;

§

Regularly review the effectiveness and efficiency of policies and training
as they relate to individuals with disabilities and report any recommended
revisions, if necessary, to ensure compliance with the law;

§

Serve as a resource to assist Department personnel in providing
meaningful access to police services for individuals with disabilities; and

§

Act as a liaison between the Department and individuals with disabilities.

• Language Accessibility: Ensure the Department’s practice of providing language
services is sufficiently formalized into a formal language access policy, and train officers to
treat individuals with limited English proficiency fairly.
o The language access policy should:
§

Provide meaningful and timely access to Department programs and police
services for individuals who have a limited ability to speak, read, write, or
understand English; and

§

Require qualified and Department-authorized interpreters, including for the
provision of Miranda warnings.

o The language access policy should be translated into non-English languages that
will best suit the needs of Los Angeles residents.
o The language access policy (and translated versions of the policy) should be
published on the Department’s website and distributed to community-based
groups serving limited English proficiency communities in Los Angeles.
o Train officers on how to interact with individuals with limited English proficiency to
ensure that arrests are not made (or other police actions taken) because of
deficient language skills or poor translators, particularly in the context of
immigrant domestic violence survivors.

May 21, 2021.
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• Biased Policing Complaints:
o Update the Department’s Sworn Penalty Guide for Personnel Complaints to
provide that claims of Discourtesy2 based on a person’s actual or perceived
membership in a protected class (such as a racial slur or stereotype) shall have
the same penalty as biased policing. The guideline for both categories of
offenses should be Board of Rights – Recommendation for Removal for the first
sustained offense.
o Initiate a biased policing complaint investigation whenever a complaint is filed
alleging Discourtesy based on a person’s actual or perceived membership in a
protected class (such as a racial slur or stereotype).
o Continue to ensure ease in the submission of complaints.
§

Continue to accept complaints in multiple formats, at multiple locations, by
phone, online and in person, anonymously and by name, among other
means, and ensure no retaliation for doing so.

§

Continue to distribute information about how to file complaints, and make
it available in many forms and places.

§

Continue to require all officers to summon a supervisor to accept,
document, and report any allegation of police misconduct.

o Continue to investigate all complaints, and require investigators to receive
specialized training for investigating biased policing complaints.
o Produce “Know your Rights” brochures that include information on the
Department’s investigation process for biased policing complaints and the
prohibition against retaliation, and distribute them to vulnerable communities.

2

Courtesy is a very broad category as defined by the Department Manual, a violation of which leads to a
complaint with a classification of “Discourtesy”:
Section 1/240.15 COURTESY. Effective law enforcement depends on a high degree of cooperation between the
Department and the public it serves. The practice of courtesy in all public contacts encourages understanding and
appreciation; discourtesy breeds contempt and resistance. The majority of the public are law-abiding citizens who
rightfully expect fair and courteous treatment by Department employees. While the urgency of a situation might
preclude the ordinary social amenities, discourtesy under any circumstance is indefensible. The practice of
courtesy by an officer is not a manifestation of weakness; it is, on the contrary, entirely consistent with the
firmness and impartiality that characterizes a professional police officer.
Section 1/710.20 TELEPHONE COURTESY. In answering telephone calls, employees should courteously greet
the caller, identify their units and themselves, and ask to be of assistance. Employees should make every
reasonable attempt to either supply requested information and assistance or to promptly refer the party to the
proper Department unit or other public or private agency for assistance.
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These brochures should be translated as needed to reach all vulnerable
communities.
o Continue to promote the mediation program, operated by the Los Angeles City
Attorney’s Office, both internally and externally, as a means to resolve biased
policing complaints.
§

Consider expanding the mediation program to a broader category of
complaints, beyond biased policing and discourtesy.

• Biased Policing Complaints Data: Collect, analyze, publicly report, and effectively use
biased policing complaints data.
o Prepare regular reports regarding biased policing complaints, and ensure that
these reports are broken down to explain the nature and types of complaints,
including the:
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§

Nature of the allegations made in the biased policing complaints, and the
protected status involved (race, color, ethnicity, national origin, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, religion, disability, age, housing,
citizenship status, or other);

§

Demographic data on all parties involved in a complaint (officer(s) and
complainant); and

§

Results of the investigations, to include the number of:
•

Complaints made by members of the public;

•

Complaints made by members of the Department;

•

Complaints generated because a complaint alleged discourtesy
based on a protected class;

•

Anonymous complaints;

•

Complainants who fail to cooperate in the investigation process;

•

Mediations that take place;

•

Mediations that are offered;

•

Uses or failures to use Body-Worn Video during the incident that is
the focus of the complaint;

•

Uses or failures to use procedural justice principles and deescalation techniques during the incident that is the focus of the
complaint; and
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•

Unfounded, exonerated, not resolved, sustained, insufficient
evidence to adjudicate, or demonstrably false complaints.

o Track and incorporate lessons learned through the investigation and review of
biased policing complaints in the Academy and in-service training.
o Compare biased policing complaints to other databases, such as stop data
information and discipline records, to identify training and performance issues.
o Include biased policing data in the CompStat process, to afford open and robust
discussion on the complaints filed, training provided, and managerial approach to
bias-free policing efforts.
• Model Inclusivity: Foster a culture of inclusivity and accountability.
o Formalize the mandate of the Department’s Racial Equity Coordinator.
o Model a diverse workforce and a bias-free environment by ensuring that the
Department’s administrative processes (i.e., recruitment, assignments,
promotions, discipline, etc.) are free from bias and that all Department personnel
are treated fairly.
o Create multiple avenues for officers and departmental staff to provide feedback
to command staff on issues in the Department.
• Early Warning System: Continue to use TEAMS II to track officer behavior, address officer
needs and deficiencies at the earliest opportunity, and identify at-risk officers and help
support their wellbeing.
o Review and update the fields currently being tracked on TEAMS II as necessary
to ensure it is capturing all information necessary for supervisory awareness and
early identification of problematic individuals and department-wide conduct or
signs of stress or other behavior that would benefit from being addressed. For
example, current best practices include the capturing of the following information:
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§

All uses of force, broken down by level and type;

§

All injuries and deaths to persons in custody;

§

Vehicle pursuits and traffic collisions involving Department equipment;

§

All instances in which force is used and a subject is charged with Failure
to Obey, Resisting Arrest, Assault on an Officer, Disorderly Conduct,
Trespassing, or similar charges; or a quality-of-life offense;

§

All instances in which an officer issues three or more citations during a
single encounter;
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§

Violations of the Department’s Body-Worn Video and in-car camera
policies;

§

All instances in which the Department learns:
•

That a declination to prosecute any crime or municipal code
violation was based upon concerns of the prosecutor about an
officer’s credibility;

•

That a court has made a negative credibility determination
regarding an officer; or

•

That a motion to suppress evidence was granted on the grounds of
a constitutional violation by an officer.

§

All misconduct complaints, including the disposition of each allegation;

§

Judicial proceedings where an officer is the subject of a restraining or
protective order, which the Department’s policies require officers to report;

§

All criminal proceedings initiated against an officer, as well as all civil or
administrative claims filed with or against the Department or its agents that
result from the actions of sworn Department personnel;

§

All disciplinary action taken against the officer;

§

All non-disciplinary corrective action required of the officer;

§

All awards and commendations received by the officer, including those
received from civilians;

§

All missed court appearances;

§

Officer sick leave usage, especially in concert with regular days off and
holidays;

§

Training history; and

§

Rank, assignment, and transfer history.

o Supervisors should examine past performance impartially and provide corrective
support in a manner that encourages officers to correct problematic behavior.
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• General Use Technology Policy:
o Implement a general use technology policy that includes:
§

Clear guidelines, procedures, training, and oversight for each technology
used to gather or store electronic data, in order to ensure that the
technology is correctly and effectively utilized.
•

Electronic data includes, but is not limited to, photographic imagery,
audio, video (e.g., Body-Worn Video, in car video, cellular
telephone video), emails, and other digital documents created by
the officers in the course of their duties.

§

Easily accessible policies on the Department’s public-facing website.

§

Regular supervisory reviews of electronic data to ensure compliance.

§

Regular audits of all electronic data to ensure proper access and usage.

§

Prohibitions on using technology to engage in discriminatory, biased,
harassing, or other inappropriate behavior.

§

Consequences for misuse or abuse of technology and its policies or
procedures.

o When adopting new technology or assessing the effectiveness of existing
technology, engage in an evaluation that includes:
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§

Public engagement and collaboration, including the use of community
advisory boards, surveys, public town halls, union representatives,
technology experts, data scientists and other subject matter experts to
obtain input before adopting new technology.

§

An analysis of best practices in the use of that technology.

§

An assessment gauging the effectiveness of technology, soliciting input
from all levels of the Department, from line officers to leaders.

§

An assessment of whether the proposed use of the technology is
adequate to protect the privacy rights and civil liberties of the public.

§

An assessment of whether the proposed technology could be used in a
discriminatory or biased manner, and, if so, ensure appropriate
safeguards are put in place to eliminate such inappropriate use.
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o Develop specific guidelines for the adoption of new technology and for existing
technology. Those guidelines should incorporate the above and include:
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§

Notification by the Department to the Commission when it wants to
acquire new technology.

§

Submission by the Department, with the help of the Information
Technology Bureau, sufficient information about the proposed new
technology and its use to the Commission for its review. This information
should include:
•

Description of technology and how it works.

•

Proposed purpose and primary use of the technology.

•

The data or information that can be collected by the proposed
technology.

•

The category of individuals who can access or use the collected
information, and the rules and processes required.

•

Proposed training needed for the technology.

•

Current data analytic capabilities to ingest and analyze the data.

•

Information about steps to ensure adequate security measures to
safeguard the data.

•

The proposed data retention time period.

•

How collected information can be used and/or reviewed by
members of the public.

•

Costs of the technology and need/cost for additional personnel.

•

Identification of any potential impact on privacy and civil rights and
plans to safeguard those rights.

•

Mechanisms to ensure oversight and auditing of the policies to
ensure compliance.

•

A consistent and progressive discipline system for violations of
policies.
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• Specific Technologies Used to Gather Data
Body-Worn Video (BWV)
o Advocate for additional funding to supply all remaining sworn personnel with
BWV.
§

Continue to issue BWV cameras to police officer recruits in the Academy.

§

If funding is not available for all remaining personnel, develop a
prioritization list for the personnel who do not yet have BWV and seek
funding for the highest priority units (such as Detective Bureau).

o Consistent with LAPD’s Special Order 12, dated April 28, 2015 (“BWV Policy”),
regularly review the Department’s BWV policy to ensure it is up-to-date and
reflects current best practices, including evaluating privacy and civil rights issues
and:3
§

Require all field-based personnel to use BWV during their entire
assignment and have them powered on while on duty, in accordance with
LAPD Special Order 12, dated April 28, 2015.

§

Establish that the electronic recording of an investigative or enforcement
encounter is mandatory and non-discretionary, except where specifically
noted.

§

Mandate BWV cameras be activated “prior to an investigative or
enforcement activity involving a member of the public” and “until the
investigative or enforcement activity involving a member of the public has
ended.”

§

Clearly define “investigative or enforcement” actions, provide examples
and state detailed exceptions, such as recording lawful behavior (e.g.,
political, or religious activity and conversations with confidential
informants, child victims, etc.).

§

Require officers to test their assigned BWV cameras before each shift,
and provide training and guidance on mandatory, discretionary, and
prohibited activation of the BWV.

§

Require BWV cameras to record at least two minutes of video prior to
activation.

3
The Committee recognizes that many of these recommendations regarding BWV are contained in the LAPD’s
Special Order 12, referenced herein. However, the Committee wants to emphasize that continuous training and
oversight of this policy is strongly encouraged to enhance compliance, which public auditing indicates needs
improvement.
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§

Specify that officers are to inform members of the public that they are
being recorded, whenever feasible.

§

Require officers to provide written notification when they do not follow
BWV policies.

§

Require all officers to document the existence of BWV footage in
applicable reports.

§

Ensure that there are clear BWV procedures for sensitive encounters,
including domestic violence, and child victims and witnesses.

§

Prohibit the improper access and distribution of footage.

§

Prohibit department personnel from improperly modifying, altering,
copying, editing, or deleting footage and emphasize that doing so could
result in disciplinary action, including suspension or termination.

§

Ensure that BWV cameras are not used for the sole purpose of monitoring
activities that are protected by the First Amendment, unless the situation
involves civil unrest where the expectation is that the BWV should be
activated.

§

Consistent with current California law, the department should prohibit the
use of facial recognition software with BWV, or other devices carried or
worn that capture digital images.

o Provide consistent supervision to enhance compliance and accountability with
BWV policies and practices:
§

Supervisors should be responsible for reinforcing BWV policies, and
should be regularly evaluated on their efforts to ensure compliance and on
their ability to identify non-compliant officers.

§

Supervisors should regularly review BWV practices with officers to ensure
compliance.

o Conduct regular audits and inspections of BWV to ensure compliance:
§

Systematic audits should be conducted to consistently monitor the use of
BWV cameras, cell phone video and in-car video systems and ensure
adherence to department policies.

o Ensure the establishment and enforcement of a consistent and progressive
discipline system for violations of the BWV policy.
o Institute retention practices:
§
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Create a BWV data retention and destruction policy.
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§

Conduct a comprehensive review of the need to retain BWV for law
enforcement and oversight purposes and determine the length of time that
BWV should be retained.

§

Such period should not exceed the five-year guidance provided by the
City’s Administrative Code, absent specific circumstances supporting
longer retention.

o Ensure continuous training of officers on the proper use and maintenance of
BWV cameras including:
§

Immediate activation of BWV cameras at the beginning of encounters.

§

Reinforcing the requirement that BWV cameras remain in the “on” position
while on duty.

§

Reinforcing the responsibilities for and restrictions on using BWVs, in
accordance with existing policy.

§

Practices to ensure the integrity of recordings, proper usage, and
disciplinary actions for failure to follow policy.

o Conduct additional analysis of BWV footage to identify patterns of behavior and
develop best practices for training purposes including:
§

Increase the usage of BWV footage in on-going training by providing
examples of officer’s behavior, e.g., how officers approach and interact
with individuals.

§

Analyze BWV footage more extensively to identify patterns of potential
discriminatory, biased, harassing or other inappropriate behavior,
including patterns that can be shown across incidents in the aggregate, for
the purpose of improving encounters with the public.

§

Assist researchers in building an automatic speech recognition system, or
other efficient system, for BWV footage to allow the department to
facilitate the review of footage, examine officers’ language precisely and
systematically, and develop strategies for improving officer
communication.

Digital In-Car Video System (DICVS)
o Consistent with Department Manual Section 3/579.13, regularly review the
DICVS Policy to ensure it is up-to-date and reflects current best practices,
including:
§
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§

Requires officer training on the proper use of the DICVS.

§

Requires officers to record certain incidents, including traffic stops,
searches, transports, and questioning of victims, suspects, and witnesses.

§

Requires data be uploaded to a secure storage repository.

§

Prohibits officers from deleting or otherwise tampering with in-vehicle
recording footage.

o Provide consistent supervision to enhance compliance and accountability with
DICVS policies and practices:
§

Supervisors should be responsible for reinforcing DICVS policies and
should be regularly evaluated on their efforts to ensure compliance and on
their ability to identify non-compliant officers.

§

Supervisors should regularly review DICVS practices with officers to
ensure compliance.

o Conduct regular audits and inspections of DICVS to ensure compliance:
§

Systematic audits should be conducted to consistently monitor the use of
DICVS to ensure adherence to department policies.

o Establish a consistent and progressive discipline system for violations of the
DICVS policies.
o Institute retention practices:
§

Create a DICVS data retention and destruction policy.

§

Conduct a comprehensive review of the need to retain DICVS for law
enforcement and oversight purposes and determine the length of time that
DICVS should be retained.

§

Such period should not exceed the five-year guidance provided by the
City’s Administrative Code, absent specific circumstances supporting
longer retention.

Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR)
o Develop and implement a clear ALPR policy that reflects current best practices
and includes the following:
§
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§

Ensures compliance with Report issued by State Auditor, dated February
2020.

§

Establishes the authorized and prohibited uses of the ALPR system.

§

Specifically defines how the LAPD will monitor and audit the use of the
ALPR system to ensure compliance and the security of the data.

§

Ensures that vendors who have access to ALPR systems adequately
protect the information.

§

Addresses data sharing agreements.

§

Addresses data retention issues that consider both the usefulness of the
ALPR data and individuals’ privacy in deciding how long to retain the
images.

§

Defines the “Appropriate Users” of ALPR technology:

§

•

Specifically identify the individual users who have access to the
ALPR system.

•

Users should require supervisor approval and ALPR training as a
prerequisite for account access.

•

Suspension of accounts should be required when a user has
become “inactive.”

•

Training for “inactive” users should be required to regain active
status.

•

Deletion of accounts should take place when employees separate
from the agency.

Allow ALPR technology to only be used to collect data that is within public
view and not be used for the sole purpose of monitoring individual
activities protected by the First Amendment.

o Implement internal safeguards to protect against misuse of data and outline
consequences for noncompliance.
o Develop an ongoing evaluation and audit system that determines whether the
technology is being used in accordance with policies.
o Develop an ALPR retention policy that balances the need for law enforcement
investigations with privacy concerns.
§
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Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
o Consistent with Department Manual Section 4/271.46, and Special Order 17
(2012) (“SARs Policy”), regularly review the SARs Policy to ensure it is up-todate and reflects current best practices, including:
§

Include SARs in the arrest files for arrests made based on SARs.

§

Ensure that information collected in the SARs is only used for bona fide
law enforcement and/or intelligence analysis purposes and/or for defense
in civil or administrative actions brought against the Department or its
members.

§

Require the department to publicly report on the data submitted in SARs
report on a regular basis but not less than once a year.

§

Conduct regular audits to ensure that reports are based on observed
behavior reasonably associated with pre-operational planning associated
with terrorism or other criminal activity (The Department and federal
guidelines also refer to this as potentially having a “nexus to terrorism”),
and do not include protected First Amendment activities.

o Review the findings of the 2019 OIG audit, and ensure all recommendations
have been implemented, specifically:
§

Revisions to Special Order 17 incorporating updated language regarding
suspicious activity behaviors and indicators (set forth by the 2015 iteration
of the ISE Functional Standard).

§

Requiring that analyst notes clearly state the rationale for affirming or
denying each SAR and require that the notes explain the rationale for any
reversal of an original classification.

§

Evaluate options to categorize the racial/ethnic background of the involved
persons more effectively (currently listed in the Descent category as
“Other”) in an effort to minimize the use of the term “other.”

§

Develop parameters regarding sharing information from any “unfounded”
SAR with the Joint Regional Intelligence Center (“JRIC”) or other outside
agencies.

§

Review all video and audio recordings associated with a SAR as part of
the classification process.

• Data Quality and Accuracy: Data quality and accuracy in individual reporting should be
enhanced to improve the overall quality of the information in the databases.
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o Emphasize in training, and systematically thereafter, the importance of detailed
and accurate reporting and collection of all data. To achieve this, ensure the
implementation of the following best practices:
§

Data should be recorded or memorialized contemporaneous to the act, or
as close in time to the act as possible.

§

Provide clear definitions of terms, including examples to help eliminate
any ambiguity, that officers can rely on for reporting information.

§

Educate the entire organization about systems and processes; ensure
understanding of the importance of avoiding data errors, inconsistencies,
and incompleteness.
•

Starting in the Academy, educate on the importance of detailed and
accurate reporting on all forms (written or electronic) to ensure
accountability and accuracy.

•

Ensure that the Department’s leadership continuously stresses the
importance of data quality to help build a culture of competency,
transparency, and trust.

o Create additional supervisory oversight and internal auditing mechanisms to
ensure the information being reported and collected is accurate and prepared in
accordance with the Department’s policies.
§

Supervisors should conduct regular reviews of their officers’ crime reports,
statements, Field Identification Cards, SARs reports, RIPA forms, BWV
and In-Vehicle footage, etc., to ensure the information reported or
captured on video accurately reflects the totality of the incident or acts
reported.

§

Conduct regular internal audits of its personnel’s reporting and data
collection practices to ensure compliance.

o Establish metrics to track and assess data quality (e.g., number of incomplete or
redundant entries in a database, or the amount of data that cannot be analyzed
due to formatting or input issues) and perform recurring data quality assurance
audits.
o Conduct data quality follow-up as soon as feasible after reporting problems
occur.
o Outline consequences for noncompliance.
• Data Access and Use: Ensure that current policies are being followed and that access to
the databases is limited to authorized employees for official police business purposes.
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o To accomplish this, develop clear policies and procedure for accessing data,
including:
§

Data stored on or available through department systems should only be
accessed by authorized employees who are engaged in an active
investigation, assisting in an active investigation, or otherwise have a
legitimate law enforcement or department business-related purpose.

§

Access controls should be streamlined and consistently applied to all data
and should require authentication, authorization, and passwords.

§

Access to sensitive information should be limited to authorized employees
with an express need to review such data.

§

Clearly identify personnel who have edit rights to the data and when they
can edit said data.

§

Employees who should no longer have access rights should immediately
be removed from access privileges.

§

Outline consequences for noncompliance.

o Conduct regular audits to ensure access is limited to authorized users.
§

Access logs should be routinely audited to ensure compliance with data
access policies and procedures.

• Data Retention/Preservation:
o Develop clear and comprehensive policies and procedures pertaining to the
retention and destruction of all data for each technological tool that includes
balancing the following:
§

Evaluating law enforcement needs for the data.

§

Considering the privacy considerations of those individuals whose data is
being held and how to safeguard those rights.

§

Assessing the need for the data in ongoing criminal investigations,
prosecution, administrative or civil proceedings.

§

Ensuring the need to protect stored data consistent with the applicable
cybersecurity structure.

o Work with the Police Commission and City Attorney’s Office to address the
applicable law regarding data retention and/or preservation, including California
law and Los Angeles City Administrative Code, and bring recommendations to
the appropriate governing body to amend these requirements in accordance with
the Department’s evaluations and findings.
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• Study Collected Data: Ensure that significant efforts are made to learn from all collected
data. These efforts should include:
o Expand work with research specialists, academics, data scientists, and other
subject matter experts.
o Establish metrics for evaluating the utility of the data.
o Consistently evaluate and review data collected to determine efficacy of policing
practices and which ones result in unintended consequences.
• Promote Public Engagement and Community Trust: Increase public engagement and
community trust by making data public.
o Report data publicly (e.g., demographic, enforcement, critical incidents, etc.) and
discuss with the community at regular public forums and oversight meetings.
o Continue to expand open data access and include, where feasible, data
summaries/reports in English and Spanish.
o Update the public-facing website so that data is more easily accessible to the
public.
o Data should be presented in a way that promotes true transparency,
comprehensibility and encourages public engagement and collaboration through
information dashboards, maps, graphical interfaces that use icons, menus, and
other visual graphics.
o Raw data should be available for download so researchers, academics, and
other interested parties can access and analyze it.
o Work with community representatives to develop and propose data, privacy, and
technology policies and practices that are consistent with best practices for the
Commission to consider adopting.
• Social Media:
o Consistent with Chief of Police Notice 2.2.5, dated October 19, 2018, (“Social
Media Policy”), regularly review the Social Media Policy to ensure it is up-to-date
and reflects current best practices.
o Develop a personal use social media policy for department personnel.
o Recognize social media as an integral part of a city’s traditional approach to
media, and be prepared to communicate accurately, transparently and in a timely
manner through social media channels.
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§

Use social media as a tool to provide timely information on events,
particularly in the geographic areas where events are taking place.

§

Use social media as a tool to educate the public regarding policing and the
efforts of the Department.

§

Review social media in an effort to better understand the communities’
feedback regarding policing practices.

§

Do not allow social media to replace traditional approach to media, since
some members of the community do not utilize social media as their
primary source of information.

o Ensure that the media team includes members with expertise in the use of social
media.
o Create a social media protocol for proactive and reactive communications well in
advance of an incident to guide response, but also remain flexible and nimble.
• Report Demographic and Enforcement Data:
o Consistent with many of the current practices of the Commission and the
Department, collect and publicly report:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Pedestrian and traffic stops
Searches
Summonses
Arrests
Reported crimes
Complaints (volume and nature of)
Officer injuries
Officer training

o Disaggregate data by demographics including race, ethnicity, national origin,
gender, LGBTQIA+ status, disability, religion, and other relevant demographic
identifiers, to help assess the effectiveness of police practices, maintain
accountability, and engage the community.
o Include detail sufficient to permit an analysis of possible patterns of biased
policing or racial profiling.
o Regularly review and monitor that data is being made available as soon as
practical.
o Report and make publicly available data regarding the composition of the
department including race, gender, age, educational-level, and other relevant
demographic data.
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o Disaggregate all data by unit, division, shift, and geographic location.
• Report Use of Force Data:
o Consistent with the Commission’s 2015 directives, and Department’s practices,
as reflected in the Annual Use of Force year-end review reports, regularly review
the Department’s use of force policies to ensure they are up-to-date and reflect
current best practices.
o Ensure continuous and frequent reporting of all use of force data which should, at
a minimum include:
§

The Annual Use of Force year-end review.

§

Regularly post data online, in addition to the annual report.

§

Police Commission Meetings.

§

Public meetings, including meetings with community groups and
organizations; and

§

Annual reports to the federal government, including to the FBI’s Criminal
Justice Information Services (CJIS) and Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
(BCA).

o The data disclosed should include, at minimum, information on officer-involved
shootings (OIS), in-custody deaths, and uses of force resulting in serious bodily
harm (collectively referred to as categorical uses of force (CUOF). In addition,
reporting of non-categorical uses of force should also continue to take place.
• Release Critical Incident Video:
o Consistent with the current Critical Incident Video Release Policy, updated by the
Commission on August 25, 2020, and contained in Department Manual Section
1/420.55, regularly review the Critical Incident Video Release Policy to ensure it
is up-to-date and reflects current best practices. As part of this process:
§

Work with community members, elected officials, prosecutors, officer
organizations, crime victims’ representatives, and other subject matter
experts to ensure active input into the process.

§

Evaluate whether the release of critical incident video footage can be
made more quickly, without compromising investigations, and while
ensuring the completeness of the disclosures.

o Ensure that the release of video footage about critical incidents, including
significant uses of force, is done at the earliest opportunity.
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o If information cannot be publicly released, be transparent as to the reasons why.
Inform the public that information will be shared as soon as possible.
o Address privacy concerns:
§

Footage should be reviewed for potential privacy concerns for members of
the public before it is publicly released. For example, blur the images of
members of the public who are not involved in the encounter.

§

Ensure policies articulate the privacy protections regarding the release of
information related to victims and victims’ families.

• Procure A High-Quality Data Collection System:
o The Department should implement and maintain a high-quality, modern data
collection system for collecting, storing, and analyzing relevant data. The system
may include such modern technology as a friendly graphical user interface, a
robust cloud repository with secure databases, and automated search tools.
o The data collection system should help facilitate the Department’s ability to
aggregate, normalize and analyze relevant data, including analysis by
demographic variables.
o The Department should ensure that data is not collected or used in a way that
would violate privacy, civil or human rights or facilitate discrimination against any
demographic group.
• Enhance the Information Technology Bureau (ITB):
o Members of the ITB should have experience in implementing and maintaining
data collection systems, working with cloud repositories, understanding data
taxonomy (cataloging of data), and performing data analytics.
o The ITB should assist the Department in retaining outside subject matter experts
with extensive experience in the secure collection, storage, accessibility,
transmission, management, audit, and analysis of digital data. Outside subject
matter experts will play an integral role in assisting the Department to update and
restructure its current databases, procure adequate systems for collecting and
storing data, and facilitate the efficient integration and analysis of all existing and
newly collected data sets.
o Secure additional funding and/or resources so that the ITB can implement an
information systems architecture that allows for the best practice in secure
collection, storage, accessibility, transmission, management, and analysis of
digital data.
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o An IT/data manager should oversee the applicable ITB and facilitate the handling
of data requests, data analysis, and data risk assessment.
o The ITB should develop and implement security protocols to mitigate the risk to
protected data within the Department’s control.
o The ITB teams should be able to maintain and readily analyze demographic and
enforcement data to identify, among other things, possible patterns of biased
policing, misallocation of resources, or inadequate training.
o The ITB teams should have a significant level of independence from operational
entities within the Department to enhance perception of trustworthiness and
integrity of collected, analyzed, and maintained data.
• Additional Privacy Considerations:
o Implement privacy practices pertaining to the public’s personal information,
including:
§

Evaluate the law enforcement purpose for collecting the public’s personal
data and consider alternatives to doing so.

§

Limit the collection and retention of such personal information to directly
serve a legitimate law enforcement purpose.

§

Consider the privacy implications of collecting personal information before
the collection of such data.

§

Collect information in ways that does not discriminate against any
persons, including marginalized and minority communities.

§

When possible, offer clear alternatives to the collection of personal
information at the time of collection.

o Manage personal information with diligence.
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§

Regularly update software and applications used for the collection and
retention of public personal information.

§

Regularly delete personal information, consistent with the Department’s
data retention policies.

§

Encryption and other security measures should be implemented to reduce
misuse of personal information.

§

Extend privacy protection to the Department’s relationships with third
parties and provide personal information only when necessary or required
by law.
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o Safeguard individual privacy in public disclosures consistent with the
recommendations included herein.
o Be transparent and open about why and how the Department collects, uses,
manages, and shares personal information.
§

Include these explanations on the Department’s public-facing website.

§

Seek community input on the collection of personal information and how it
could be protected.

• Photo Comparison Policy: Evaluate compliance with the Photo Comparison Policy,
implemented in January 2021.
• Stop Data: Implement the Inspector General’s Recommendations as presented in its
report entitled: Report of Stops Conducted by the Los Angeles Police Department in 2019,
dated October 27, 2020. Specifically:
Crime Strategy
o Limit Pretextual Stops: Refocus the Department’s strategies for addressing
violent crime away from the use of pretextual stops, broadly defined as the use of
minor traffic, bicycle, or pedestrian violations for the purpose of conducting a
criminal investigation unrelated to that violation. When a stop is conducted on the
basis of a minor code violation, an officer should not extend the length or scope
of the investigation beyond what is necessary to address the violation unless
there is reasonable suspicion or probable cause of other criminal activity. Such
decisions should not be based on a mere hunch or on characteristics such as a
person’s race, gender, age, homeless status, manner of dress, mode of
transportation, or presence in a high-crime location.
o Consider the Effects of Crime Fighting Strategies on Community Trust and
Legitimacy: Evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the effectiveness of the Department’s
crime strategies, including the impact on community members and potential for
collateral damage on community trust and legitimacy. Such evaluation should
combine public feedback with the Department’s own evidence-based analysis of
the efficacy of its stop practices in identifying and addressing crime.
o Racial Disparities in Stop Practices: Set a Department-wide goal of eliminating
racial disparities in the enforcement of traffic and minor code violations,
particularly with respect to discretionary activities. As part of this process,
reinforce the Department’s policy on “Equality of Enforcement,” which mandates
that “[s]imilar circumstances require similar treatment in all areas of the City and
for all groups and individuals.”
o Focus Stop Practices on Violations Directly Related to Public Safety: Consider
other approaches to addressing minor equipment and technical violations that
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are not directly related to public safety. In keeping with the principles of
procedural justice, ensure that all officers use their contacts with members of the
public as an opportunity to explain and educate members of the public about
relevant laws and processes.
o Revise Measures of Productivity4: De-emphasize simplified enforcement
outcomes – such as citations, stops, and FI cards – as a measure of officer or
unit productivity or success. Develop and use alternate measures of
effectiveness, such as the ratio of contraband found to searches conducted, as
well as metrics related to community engagement and community trust. These
might include, for example, the tracking of non-enforcement community
engagement activities, commendations from members of the community, quality
of service reviews, and complaints of discourtesy or other misconduct. Ban
informal and formal enforcement quotas of any type.
Written Policy
o Biased Policing Policy: Update the Department’s Policy Prohibiting Biased
Policing to incorporate language from State law. Specifically, the policy should
explicitly indicate that officers may not consider race or other protected identity in
deciding upon the scope or substance of law enforcement activities following a
stop. The activities to be incorporated should include asking questions, frisks,
consensual and nonconsensual searches of a person or property, seizing any
property, removing vehicle occupants during a traffic stop, issuing a citation, and
making an arrest.
§

The Department should also review the best practice recommendations
set forth by the RIPA Board in it 2019 Annual Report and modify its policy
to comply with relevant recommendations in the report.

o Policy on Stops and Post-Stop Activities: In consultation with the OIG and the
Commission, develop and incorporate into the Department Manual a policy on
pedestrian, vehicle, and bicycle stops. The policy should clearly set forth legal
and policy considerations for officers in conducting stops, including consensual
encounters, and searches. The policy should also bring together and clearly
define rules and parameters related to post-stop activities, such as removing a
person from the vehicle, handcuffing, asking consent to search, filling out an FI
card, taking photographs, parole and probation searches, and other actions as
necessary.
o Consensual Searches: Require that officers receive affirmative, verbal consent
for all consensual searches, and that they advise the person that they may both
4
See also the OIG’s previous recommendation relating to measuring and incentivizing activities related to
community policing. “Follow-Up Review of National Best Practices,” Office of the Inspector General, October 1,
2019, page 26. (Recommendation G-2.)
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refuse to consent and withdraw their consent any time. This advisement as well
as the person’s verbal consent should be captured on camera or, if not
practicable, documented on a written form. Requests for consent should clearly
indicate the scope of the search being requested. Officers should request
consent for a search only where there is an articulable law enforcement purpose,
and they should indicate this purpose for the record on the associated video,
where practical. Officers should also explain to the person the reason for the
request.
Field Interview Cards
o Policy on Completion of FI Cards: Set forth clear policy guidelines as to the
circumstances under which FI cards should be filled out. Generally, the policy
should set forth the various purposes of an FI card and ensure that the
completion of an FI card is not completed at random or as a matter of routine
during stops. As part of this revision, and in light of the cessation of the
Department’s use of the CalGang database, the policy should remove language
requiring officers to fill out an FI card during every encounter with a suspected
gang member. The FI policy should indicate that officers may not prolong a stop
in order to complete an FI card, nor are members of the public obligated to
answer questions or display tattoos in order to facilitate the completion of such
cards.
o Information to be Collected on FI Cards: Set forth clear guidelines as to what
information should be included on the FI card, and revise the form as necessary.
This should include, for example, the extent to which information gathered from
sources other than the interview (previous knowledge, databases, etc.) may be
noted and how such information should be characterized. Additionally, the field
for Social Security Number should be removed from the form.
§

The Department should require the officers to complete each FI card
during or immediately following the stop. If this is not practicable, officers
should note that the information was added later and should take steps to
ensure accuracy, including consulting contemporaneous notes or video as
needed.

o Digitize and Streamline FIs: Work towards streamlining the FI process by
digitizing it and connecting it to AFDR and CAD data in order to reduce the
burden on officers. This would also ensure timeliness of data entry, improved
accuracy, and less redundancy, and would facilitate better data analysis. In
digitizing the system, the Department should also expand character limits to
ensure that the card allows for sufficient information to be entered into the
system. To the extent that officers continue to use paper forms, the Department
should develop a formalized system for tracking and managing these documents,
to include a process for ensuring timely entry into the FI database.
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o Retention Period: Develop a retention policy for digitized FI cards, which may
include the purging of outdated records containing personal identifying
information.
Data Collection
o Improve Data Collection Practices: Expand data validation and performance
audits to identify areas of errors or confusion in entering stop data. Provide
training and guidance in these areas.
o Identify Data Improvements5: Identify additions to the required RIPA data fields
that might assist in understanding and analyzing stop data, such as the addition
of important contextual information. These might include, for example, the
following fields: vehicle/pedestrian/bicycle stop, driver/ passenger/pedestrian,
local code violation, homeless status, search-by-search data.
o Timely Data Entry: Require that AFDRs be filled out directly following a stop
where practicable. If this is not practicable, officers should note that the AFDR
card was completed later and should take steps to ensure accuracy, including
consulting contemporaneous notes or video as needed.
Data Analysis and Transparency
o Publish Stop Data:6 Publish regular reports on stop data, including data
disaggregated by race and gender, geographic area, and post-stop activities.
Make all stop data, other than confidential information, available through the
City’s open data website.
o Analyze Stop Data on an Ongoing Basis:7 Continue and finalize the process of
developing metrics and a system for ongoing analysis of stop data for the
purposes of identifying potential disparities, areas of improvement and success,
and possible Fourth Amendment issues. Incorporate stop measures into the
CompStat process and into officer reviews.
Internal Audits and Accountability
o Take Accountability Measures: Provide ongoing training on Fourth Amendment
principles; conduct regular internal audits and reviews of stops, searches, and
seizures; and hold officers accountable for violations of these policies.

5

See also the OIG’s previous recommendation relating to the consideration of additional data fields. “Follow-Up
Review of National Best Practices,” Office of the Inspector General, October 1, 2019, pages 18-20.
(Recommendation D-3.)
6
See also the OIG’s previous recommendation relating to publishing stop data. Id., pages 16-17.
(Recommendation D-1.)
7
See also the OIG’s previous recommendation and discussion relating to RIPA Steering Committee. Id., pages
20-21. (Recommendation D-4.)
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• Increase Transparency in the Handling of Complaints and Disciplinary Proceedings:
o Develop “Know Your Rights” brochures and work with community leaders and
organizations to increase transparency about the disciplinary process by plainly
explaining:
§

The manner in which complaints can be filed (in person, by phone, online);

§

That complaints can be made anonymously but that anonymity may hinder
a full and complete investigation;

§

The Department’s process for investigating complaints;

§

The Department’s disciplinary process, including the respective roles of
the Chief of Police, the Police Commission, and the Board of Rights; and

§

The extent to which Department information can and cannot be released
to the public under state law.

o Regularly release to the public, to the full extent permitted by relevant state laws,
information about disciplinary actions and decisions, including those made by the
Board of Rights, and release that information in a readily accessible and easily
understood format.
o For Board of Rights proceedings that can be disclosed under state law, develop
and implement a specific plan for the:
§

Timely release of future Board of Rights proceedings records on an
ongoing basis; and

§

Release of past Board of Rights proceedings records on a rolling basis,
prioritizing proceedings involving categorical uses of force or claims that
also include allegations of bias or discrimination.

o Assess on an annual basis whether the Department’s Advocates Unit is
sufficiently funded, trained, and staffed, and has continuity in leadership.
o For the Complaints Process:
§

Provide periodic updates to complainants of the status and the results of
their complaints, such as through the creation of a public web portal for

*

It is recognized that many of these recommendations may require that the Department, Command Officers
Association, and/or the Los Angeles Police Protective League Meet and Confer or otherwise discuss these
matters prior to implementation.
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complainants where they could check the status of their case and upload
additional evidence and information relating to their complaint.
§

Release complaints data to the public on a regular basis.

• Improve Effectiveness of the Complaint Process:
o Aim that all investigations of non-complex complaints are completed in six
months or less.
o Develop a procedure for fast-tracking complaints where the conduct at issue in
the complaint is captured on Body-Worn Video.
o Provide support to officers to help reduce complaints, to include:
§

Regularly review complaints and disciplinary proceedings to identify blind
spots in Department trainings or policies that lead to allegations of
misconduct.

§

Regularly showcase (within the Department and to the general public)
examples of the good work officers do every day, particularly examples
involving officers modeling the Department’s procedural justice principles
and de-escalation protocols.

§

Treat all members of the Department fairly and with respect at all times,
including through disciplinary proceedings, so that they, in turn, treat
others fairly and with respect.

§

Encourage members of the public and officers to participate in mediation
to resolve more complaints, even if the complaints do not rise to the level
of requiring the imposition of discipline.

§

Provide regular and wraparound mental health support to officers, and
allow space for officers to relieve stress and recuperate, including taking
time off when necessary.

• Increase Transparency into the Board of Rights Process:
o Evaluate all options available to make the Board of Rights Process more
transparent, in an effort to ensure more accountability for decisions that are
made. Include in this evaluation, among other options, whether meetings can
become public and whether transcripts of proceedings can be made public.
o Establish guidelines for increasing the Office of Inspector General’s oversight of
the Board of Rights process, including, but not limited to:
§
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§

Require the Inspector General to audit Board of Rights hearings for
procedural errors and other issues, such as arbitrary and inconsistent
decision-making.

o Prepare annual public reports summarizing the Board of Rights proceedings,
including:
§

The number of directed Board of Rights hearings held;

§

The number of opted Board of Rights hearings held;

§

For each Board of Rights hearings held, include:
•

A general description of the alleged wrongdoing;

•

The recommended discipline by the Chief of Police;

•

The Board’s findings and penalties imposed, if any;

•

The composition of the Board, including the number of civilians
involved;

•

Whether the Board’s rulings were unanimous, and, in the event of a
non-unanimous ruling, whether the dissenting Board member was a
civilian or sworn command staff officer; and

•

The length of time that transpired from the initiation of the Board of
Rights proceedings to its completion.

• Improve Effectiveness of the Board of Rights Process:
o Ensure that the Department is represented by attorneys during Board of Rights
hearings.
o Ensure the Department’s Advocates Unit, to include attorneys and non-attorneys,
has sufficient support, resources, and training from the City Attorney’s Office to
effectively represent the Department in Board of Rights hearings and to conduct
all aspects of its work effectively.
o Work with the Office of Inspector General to review and revise the Board of
Rights Manual to increase transparency and accountability in the process, as
well as ensure timely hearings, such as:
§
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Requiring Board of Rights hearings to be held within 60 days of the filing
of the application for a Board of Rights hearing, subject to one 30-day
extension permitted upon a showing of good cause;
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§

Permitting the Department Advocate to introduce victim impact statements
or other testimony explaining the impact of the misconduct on a particular
victim or community at the penalty phase.

§

Requiring the Board to include specific information in its Rationale on
Findings and Penalty Rationale that would assist in the annual review and
reporting relating to the efficacy of the Board of Rights process, such as
information required to be included in the annual report, as set forth
above, as well as a description of the officer’s past disciplinary record; and

§

Evaluating the standards of review that are applied and ensure that it is
the appropriate standard of review for evaluating cases. In addition,
ensure that all Board Members understand the standard of review and do
not confuse it with other review standards. To accomplish this, ensure
appropriate instruction on the standard of review to be applied.

o As part of the Department’s report to the City Council regarding the effectiveness
of Ordinance No. 186100, which provides an accused officer the option of having
a Board of Rights composed of three civilian members, include:
§

The breakdown of the number of Board of Rights hearings held that were
composed of an all-civilian panel versus a traditional panel;

§

A comparative analysis of the outcomes of all-civilian panels versus
traditional panels (both recent and historical);

§

A study of Department personnel as to the perceived fairness of all-civilian
panels versus traditional panels;

§

An assessment of whether all-civilian panels result in an increase in
procedural errors;

§

An assessment of whether the all-civilian panels result in a reduction in
officer discipline;

§

An assessment of whether the selection process, including the
qualifications sought, for the civilian members is yielding qualified and
diverse members;

§

An assessment of whether the training process is sufficient; and

§

An assessment of possible City Charter amendments, to include but not
be limited to:
•
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The option of having Board of Rights panels composed of two
civilians and one sworn command officer, rather than three civilian
panel members. This would allow the two civilian members to
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benefit from the knowledge and experience of the sworn officer to
better achieve accurate fact-finding and analysis of the matter
before the Board of Rights panel, while maintaining the civilian
majority.
•

Any other suggested changes to the Board of Rights Process that
the Chief of Police or the Department believes would improve
efficiency and accountability. Included in this review should be an
assessment of the following:
o The Chief of Police has publicly spoken about seeking
additional authority in the penalty process than he is
currently permitted under the Los Angeles City Charter. As
a result, the Department should conduct an analysis of the
cases involving serious violations of policy where the Chief’s
recommendation of discipline (whether it was for removal or
another penalty) was lowered by the Board of Rights to a
penalty less than the Chief’s recommendation and the
reasons why the Chief’s recommendation was not followed.
o The Department should analyze and determine whether
these cases warrant recommending a Los Angeles City
Charter change, whether an alternative modification to the
process is supported by the evidence, or whether the
evidence supports no additional changes.

o Provide the Department’s penalty guide to the Board of Rights panels so that
they may: (1) better understand the range of penalties the Chief considered for
each violation; (2) better appreciate the range of penalties typically used by the
Department when evaluating the penalty imposed; and (3) consider this guideline
in determining whether they are going to impose a penalty outside of what the
Chief of Police recommended.
o Assess whether the pool of Civilian Hearing Examiners, who serve on the Board
of Rights, adequately reflects the diversity of Los Angeles, and whether the
selection process is yielding qualified and diverse civilian members.
o Work with community leaders and organizations to distribute applications to be
considered for appointment as a Civilian Hearing Examiner, for the opportunity to
serve on the Board of Rights, and consider establishing a maximum term of
service for Civilian Hearing Examiners.
o Partner with the City Attorney’s Office and community-based experts to ensure
that the Civilian Hearing Examiners who serve on the Board of Rights have
sufficient training, not only when they are first selected but also receive
mandatory continuing education throughout their term of service.
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§

The training should cover technical aspects of the hearing process to
avoid procedural errors in the proceedings, as well as issues the Board of
Rights routinely considers, such as excessive force, dishonesty, and
domestic violence.

§

As noted previously, the training should explain the standard of review to
be applied and that Board Members fully understand that imposing a
different or higher standard of review in disciplinary proceedings is error.

o Establish a team of attorneys, preferably employed by the Department and who
report to the Chief of Police, to represent the Department in all Board of Rights
Hearings, as opposed to the current procedure where the Department is
represented by non-attorney advocates and the accused officer is represented by
attorneys.
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• Salary/Benefits: To attract the ideal candidate, ensure the LAPD has a fair and equitable
salary and benefit package competitive with or superior to other departments in the Los
Angeles area.
o Encourage advanced educational opportunities and ensure that such programs
are available and accessible, including maintaining the education subsidy annual
allowance to encourage sworn personnel to seek and obtain higher education.
o Consider, if funding permits, an incentive program to recruit candidates and
officers who live in the City of Los Angeles.
o Evaluate services needed such as childcare and/or elder care programs and
services, particularly programs that are available during non-business hours
when police officers may be in the greatest need of assistance.
• Support Networks: Support and promote internal affinity groups and organizations that
offer support for diverse officers.
o Collaborate with affinity groups, such as associations of Black and Latinx officers,
female officers, LGBTQIA+ officers, and others to identify the challenges they
face as police officers and to address these challenges to attract and retain more
applicants from these groups.
o Enhance the existing mentorship program and develop a long-term mentoring
program to support mid-level officers.
• Alternative Police Staffing Models: Explore more flexible staffing (operational) models as
a long-term goal to attract more diverse police officer candidates and encourage retention,
particularly for officers with sole responsibility for the care of family members.
o Create part-time positions and/or job-sharing opportunities.
§

Such programs are largely used by law enforcement with respect to nonsworn employees but should be extended to sworn personnel.

§

The ability to job share after a certain level of experience is achieved
could positively contribute to the retention of long-term employees.

o Allow for paid leaves of absence and sabbaticals.
§
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Employees could experience a complete change of pace, perhaps doing
community work, going back to school, etc., which would serve to
broaden the officer’s perspective and help counter cynicism.
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• Officer Review Criteria for Promotions: The criteria for supervisor selection, training, and
accountability are essential elements of defining the culture of a department.
o Ensure that performance reviews and appraisals reflect and reinforce community
policing values and skills.
§

Develop performance measures that reflect the principles of community
engagement, collaboration, dispute resolution, de-escalation, problemsolving, community engagement, and trust-building.

§

When considering an officer for promotion include in their policing metrics
trust and community engagement, in addition to their assignment
responsibilities.

o Promotional decisions should be based on merit, performance, qualities, and
characteristics that officers exhibit throughout their careers. Include factors that
indicate how officers engage on the job and a review of their discipline and/or
complaint records.
o Evaluating and promoting officers based on their ability and track record in
community engagement—not just traditional measures of policing such as
arrests, tickets, or tactical skills—is an equally important component of the
successful infusion of community policing throughout an organization.
o Consider officers’ misconduct records when promoting officers and integrate the
socio-emotional wellbeing of officers into performance evaluation metrics.
o Ensure that strong leadership skills, community building, trust and legitimacy are
foremost regarding selecting supervisors, particularly front-line supervisors who
are in most frequent contact with officers.
o Ensure supervisors are held accountable for reinforcing the core values of the
Department in the discharge of their daily responsibilities.
o Require an advanced degree, leadership, and management training for certain
promotions.
o Ensure specialized training at each promotion level.
• Assess the Impact of COVID-Driven Early Retirement Programs and Other Budget
Issues: Evaluate the impact the COVID-driven and fiscally driven staffing changes have
had on the civilian and sworn workforce.
o Develop a more strategic approach to civilian re-organization plans.
o Evaluate and measure workforce impact and morale as a result of backfilling lost
civilian jobs with sworn officers.
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• Apply Procedural Justice Principles Internally: Promote procedural justice principles
within the Department, including:
o Remind officers that the work they do matters to the Department and the
community they serve.
o Provide ample opportunities for officers to give meaningful input about their work.
o Ensure officers are treated fairly by their peers, supervisors, and the Department
as a whole.
• Officer Health and Well-Being: Create a culture that values self-care and safety in all
aspects of operations.
o Develop a robust health and wellness plan that monitors officers’ well-being,
helps them manage their stress, and optimizes their mental fitness capabilities.
§

Consult with subject matter experts to help educate and coach officers,
de-stigmatize mental health issues and promote mental fitness.

§

Implement robust employee assistance programs that offer low-cost or nocost services including confidential counseling, crisis counseling, stress
management counseling, and mental health evaluations.
•
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Ensure that these programs are offered anonymously.

§

Ensure that these programs are meeting the needs of all employees

§

Create peer counseling and mentorship programs so officers can support
each other.

§

Make available wellness training: incentivize participation in wellness
programs and use of wellness resources.

§

Tailor and center wellness offerings through surveys and regularly
updating educational programming.

§

Work with the Department and City Personnel to evaluate the
psychological screening process, used as part of the officer hiring
process, to ensure it is achieving its intended result in providing the
Department with the best candidates.

§

Implement periodic psychological screenings to monitor stress levels,
biases, coping skills, and overall attitudes for all officers.

§

Determine as early as possible additional resources needed for officers to
assist them in the execution of their duties, including additional training
and supervision where needed.
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§

Train supervisors on how to recognize warning signs and identify those
who may need or benefit from counseling or stress management training.

§

Require officers who are involved in or witness traumatic events to speak
with a counselor and/or receive additional counseling.

§

Conduct physical and mental health check-ups on an ongoing basis.
Question about whether this can be more specifically, such as annually.

§

Monitor and reduce time pressure, stress, and fatigue.

§

Offer appropriate protections and incentives to encourage officers to
report concerns about the mental condition of themselves or others.

§

Provide access to a confidential mental health hotline.

§

Enhance trainings to focus more on health and wellness.
•

Examine how these factors influence officer decision-making to
uncover patterns for training and suggest improvements.

•

Review other similar programs that have been developed in other
professions, such as, medicine, law, and other high-stress fields.

o Ensure all officers are provided with sufficient and modern safety equipment.
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§

Continue to issue BWV and other important technology to police officer
recruits in the Academy to ensure the recruits are receiving hands-on
training with mission critical systems.

§

Ensure that all officers are provided with appropriate safety equipment and
monitor their needs (and potentially changing needs) on an ongoing basis.

§

Equip officers with on-duty first aid kits and provide regular training on
proper techniques for rendering aid in the field.

§

Require officers to wear seatbelts and implement regular trainings on
importance of safe driving behaviors.
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The list below includes individuals who spoke to the Advisory Committee and reports reviewed
by Committee members in the development of the recommendations. The list is provided for
reference purposes only; it is not an endorsement by or of any individual, organization, or
report listed.
COMMUNITY FORUM PRESENTERS (listed in order of presentation)
September 3, 2020
Professor Jody Armour, USC School of Law
Darrell Goode, Santa Monica NAACP
Rachel Rose Luckey, Rampart Valley Neighborhood Council
Ms. Gina Viola & Mr. Zach Sherwin, White People 4 Black Lives
Dr. Steven Webb, Advocates of the San Fernando Valley
Dr. Aliah Majon, Chief Information Officer, SHIFT
Reverend Edward Anderson, McCarty Memorial Church
Nahisha Pettit, Community Member
Jessica Kellogg, Community Member
Tony Rice, Archer Group
Ebony Lewis, Senior Consultant, The Permanente Foundation
September 10, 2020
Donna Harati, Homeboy Industries
Father Stan Bosch, Soledad Enrichment Action
Pastor Shep Crawford, The Experience Christian Ministries
Sean Keys-Leyes, Community Member
Terra Russell-Slaven, Los Angeles LGBT Center
September 17, 2020
Brian Hofer, Chair, City of Oakland Privacy Commission
Bob Harrison, RAND Corporation
Bishop Grover Durham, Presiding Bishop Prelate for the Los Angeles College of Bishops
and Ministers Conference
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Bishop Tracey Price, 2nd Vice-President for the Los Angeles College of Bishops and
Ministers Conference
Reverend Oliver Buie, Holman Methodist Church
Amr Shabaik, Council on American-Islamic Relations
Debra Suh, Center for the Pacific Asian Family
Heather Cabrone, Defend the LAPD
September 24, 2020
Paula Madison, Stewart Kwow & Michael Lawson, Coalition for a Better LA
Stephanie Molen, Strength United
Barbara Kappos, East Los Angeles Women’s Center
Fernando Rejon, Paul Carrillo & Ben Owens, Urban Peace Institute
Robin Toma & Pierre Arreola, Los Angeles County Human Relations Commission
Commander Alan Hamilton & Captain Aaron McCraney, Association of Black Law
Enforcement Executives
Marcellus McRae, New Era in Policing
Sgt. Celina Robles (LAPD), Latin American Law Enforcement Association (La Ley)
Mark McLaughlin & Jamon Hicks, Langston Bar Association
Hamid Kahn, Stop LAD Spying Coalition
Shamica Haskins & Milinda Kakani, Children’s Defense Fund
Pamela Bustos, Casa Del Familia Domestic Abuse Response Team Provider
Marian Krinsky, Fair and Just Prosecution
October 1, 2020
Dominique Johnson, Center for Policing Equity
Commissioner Courtney Morgan-Green, City of Los Angeles Human Relations Commission
Professor Tracey Mears, Caroline Sarnoff and Tom Tyler, Justice Collaboratory, Yale
University
Jennifer Hark Dietz, PATH Making it Home
Rabbi Ron Li-Paz, Valley Outreach Synagogue
Omar Ricci & Hedab Tarifi, Islamic Center of Southern California
Rudy Espinoza & Lyric Kelkar, Inclusive Action for the City
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Michelle Parris, Vera Institute
Monica Guizar, Mexican-American Bar Association
Pastor James Thomas & Patricia Guerra, PUSH LA
Captain Chris Waters (LAPD) & Chief Chris O’Quinn (California Highway Patrol, Retired),
National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, Southern California
Chapter
Sgt. Jody Stiger (LAPD), Oscar Joel Bryant Association
John Hollywood, RAND Corporation
Paula Minor, Baba Gregg Akili & Quintus Moore, Black Lives Matter, Los Angeles
Sgt. Susan Padilla (LAPD), Los Angeles Women Police Officers and Associates
(LAWPOA)
Hyepin Im, FACE LA
Sgt. Jerretta Sandoz (LAPD) & Officer Robert Harris (LAPD), Los Angeles Police Protective
League
Susan Park, Asian Americans for Housing and Environmental Justice
Kim McGill, Skip Townsend & Alex Sanchez, Youth Justice Coalition

PRESENTERS TO POLICE COMMISSION ADVISORY COMMITTEES
Department Presenters
Michel Moore, Chief of Police, Los Angeles Police Department
Beatrice Girmala, Assistant Chief, Director, Office of Support Services
Martin Baeza, Deputy Chief, Commanding Officer, Personnel and Training Bureau
Robert Marino, Deputy Chief, Commanding Officer, Professional Standards Bureau
Elizabeth Rhodes, Director Office of Constitutional Policing and Policy
Ernest Eskridge, Commander, Commanding Officer, Internal Affairs Group
Ruby Flores, Commander, Training Group
Dr. Luann Pannell, Director Police Education and Training
Monique Turner, Information Systems Manager II, Applications Development and Support
Division
Marc Furness, Detective III, Internal Affairs Group, Acting Department Advocate
Rhiannon Talley, Sergeant II, Internal Affairs Group, Mediation Coordinator
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Non-LAPD Presenters
Brendan Cox (Chief, Ret.), Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD), Director of
Policing Strategy
Lisa Daugaard, Executive Director, Public Defender Association, Director, Law
Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) – Adult Pre-arrest Diversion
Sheryl Fox, Mediator, Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, Dispute Resolution Program
Brian Hofer, Oakland Privacy Advisory Commission
Dr. Tracie Keesee, Co-Founder and Senior Vice President of Justice Initiatives, Center for
Policing Equity – Bias and Training
Aram Kouyoumdjian, Assistant General Manager, City of Los Angeles Personnel
Department
Dr. Bryant Marks, PhD, Founder and Chief Equity Officer, The National Training Institute on
Race and Equity LAPD Implicit Bias Training
Andrea Ordin, Former President of the Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners
Jim Pugel, (Chief, Ret.), Site Advisor, LEAD Seattle
Shaphan Roberts, Supervisor, Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, Dispute Resolution
Program
Mark Smith, Inspector General
Dr. Shahin (Sean) Mirkof, Psy.D, City of Los Angeles Personnel Department
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Coalition for a Better Los Angeles, Statement for a Presentation to Los Angeles Police
Commission Advisory Committee, September 23, 2020.
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A Collaborative Report from the Testimony of LA County Resident & Stakeholders,
PowerPoint Slide Deck, September 24, 2020.
Gaskins, Shimica and Kakani, Milindi, Children’s Defense Fund California. When Diversion
Means Development, PowerPoint Slide Deck, September 24, 2020.
Hofer, Brian. Oakland’s Privacy Advisory Commission: History, Process, and Next Steps,
PowerPoint Slide Deck, Secure Justice, September 2020.
League of Women Voters of Los Angeles - Committee on Criminal Justice Reform, Re:
Recommendations for Police Reform, Letter to Commissioner Eileen Decker,
September 17, 2020.
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Excessive Force, Letter to Chief of Police Michel R. Moore, August 13, 2020.
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Department, Asian Americans for Housing and Environmental Justice, October 1, 2020.
Perez, Juan. “Subject: LPR RETENTION PERIOD,” E-mail, September 30, 2020.
Robinson, Terry, Centinela Youth Services. Letter to the Police Commissioner’s Advisory
Committee - Los Angeles, September 10, 2020.
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Angeles LGBT Center, September 10, 2020.
“Stop LAPD Spying!” PowerPoint Slide Deck, Stop LAPD Spying, September 24, 2020.
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Worden, Robert E., et. al. “Executive Summary on ‘The Impacts of Implicit Bias Awareness
Training in the NYPD,’“ City Personnel Department - Los Angeles Police Department,
July 2020.
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“2020 LAPD Academy Overview (for Specific Content),” Los Angeles Police Department,
June 20, 2020.
“40mm Less-Lethal Launcher,” Directive No. 17, Use of Force-Tactics Directive, Los
Angeles Police Department, July 2018.
“420.56 Small Unmanned Aerial System Program Deployment Guidelines and Procedures,”
Los Angeles Police Department Manual.
“77th Street Area Profile, 06/28/20 to 07/25/20,” Los Angeles COMPSTAT, July 25, 2020.
“77th Street Area Profile, 07/05/20 to 08/01/20,” Los Angeles COMPSTAT, August 1, 2020.
“After-Action Report: ‘92 April/May Riot,” Los Angeles Police Department.
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“Beanbag Shotgun,” Directive No. 6.3, Use of Force-Tactics Directive, Los Angeles Police
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“Body Worn Video Procedures - Established,” Special Order No. 12, Office of the Chief of
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Supervisor’s Field Operations Guide, Emergency Preparedness Unit, et. al. - Los Angeles
Police Department, 2017.
“Sworn & Civilian Personnel by Sex, Descent, and ‘Occupational Category Number,’“ Los
Angeles Police Department, June 7, 2020.
“Tactical De-Escalation Techniques,” Directive No. 16, Use of Force-Tactics Directive, Los
Angeles Police Department, October 2016.
“Telematics System - Established,” Special Order No. 13, Office of the Chief of Police - Los
Angeles, May 19, 2020.
“Use of Force Policy,” Directive No. 1.1, Use of Force-Tactics Directive, Los Angeles Police
Department, August 2017.
Use of Force Year-End Review 2015, Los Angeles Police Department, 2015; http://lapdassets.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/UOF%20Executive%20Summary.pdf.
Use of Force Year-End Review 2016, Los Angeles Police Department, 2016; http://lapdassets.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/2016-use-of-force-year-end-review-small.pdf.
Use of Force Year-End Review 2017, Los Angeles Police Department, 2017; http://lapdassets.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/2017UseofForceYear-EndReview-1-compressed-3.pdf.
Use of Force Year-End Review 2018, Los Angeles Police Department, 2018; http://lapdassets.lapdonline.org/assets/2018-uof-yr-end-rpt.pdf.
Use of Force Year-End Review 2019, Los Angeles Police Department, 2019; http://lapdassets.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/2019_uof_review.pdf.
LOS ANGELES POLICE PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
Ingemunson, Gary. “Charter change,” Warning Bells Newsletter, January 2017.
Ingemunson, Gary. “Chief’s Interference with Board of Rights rebuffed by Appellate Court,”
Warning Bells Newsletter, October 2014.
Ingemunson, Gary. “Driving and shooting are going to have a lot in common,” Warning
Bells Newsletter, August 2012.
Ingemunson, Gary. “Finally, a protocol for IA interviews,” Warning Bells Newsletter,
September 2015.
Ingemunson, Gary. “Thank goodness! The discipline system IS fair after all!” Warning Bells
Newsletter, The Thin Blue Line, February 2015.
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Ingemunson, Gary. “Three Strikes and the Discipline system is Out,” Warning Bells
Newsletter, November 2014.
Ingemunson, Gary. “Why are there civilian Board of Rights Members?,” Warning Bells
Newsletter – The Thin Blue Line, September 2020.
Lally, Craig D. “LAPD Chief Moore wants more power to fire officers,” President’s Message
Newsletter – The Thin Blue Line, September 2020.
“Los Angeles Police Protective League,” PPT Slide Deck, Invest in Policing.

POLICE COMMISSION/INSPECTOR GENERAL REPORTS
Bobb, Merrick J., et. al. Five Years Later: A Report to the Los Angeles Police Commission
on the Los Angeles Police Department’s Implementation of Independent Commission
Recommendations, Special Counsel to the Los Angeles Police Commission, May 1996.
“Executive Summary on Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioner Recruitment and
Hiring Presentation,” Los Angeles Police Department.
Letter to the Honorable Commissioners and members of the Commission Advisory
Committee - Los Angeles Police Department, Oscar Joel Bryan Foundation Board of
Directors.
Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners. “Re: Council File Nos.: 20-0730, 20-0731, 200764,20-0778, 20-0791,” Letter to Los Angeles City Council President The Honorable
Nury Martinez, August 12, 2020.
Los Angeles Police Commission Open Session Vote re: “Subject: Internal Affairs Group’s
Constitutional Policing Unit and Biased Policing Complaint Mediation Program,” Los
Angeles Board of Police Commissioners, December 12, 2016.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Follow-Up Report on
Non-Categorical Use of Force Investigations, December 30, 2013; https://a27e0481a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_941406f4740a4a7fa1197fe67f48b094.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of NonCategorical Use of Force Investigations Public Report, June 11, 2013; https://a27e0481a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_ca056c07c33f4241bba01c2778d10b4b.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Follow-Up Report on
Non-Categorical Use of Force Investigations, December 30, 2013; https://a27e0481a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_941406f4740a4a7fa1197fe67f48b094.pdf.
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Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Follow-Up Review of
National Best Practices, October 1, 2019; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_55abfb0cb5124b879f612eeb877a0ad8.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of National Best
Practices - Update on Status of OIG Recommendations, June 2020.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of National Best
Practices, May 2, 2017; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_68104e440d624094ad9e7e6e3971bb5f.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Ten-Year Overview of
Categorical Use of Force Investigations, Policy, and Training: Update on Status of
Recommendations, March 10, 2016; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_fc3afa19537b416aaf2448e1ef7a016d.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Body Worn Video
Inspection, Mission Area, December 15, 2015; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_eec9a9fe69494ddab6a733433bddece8.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Comparative Review of
Selected Agency Policies, Investigations, and Training on the Use of Force: OIG Interim
Report, April 27, 2016; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_87a1354131ac43ecb7bb0ae8ccff5121.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Employment Litigation
Audit Follow-Up Report, November 20, 2014; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_73682061cf2a412ca8c664e73152cf4e.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Employment Litigation
Audit, June 27, 2013; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_06848d31a16003050c233cc1e8a88014.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Allegations
Classified as Unbecoming Conduct, May 17, 2017; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_750ac5625de54b2eb1949eaee6130835.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Arrests for
Violations of California Penal Code Section 148(A)(1), August 28, 2018;
https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_4c3e1e1c762845ae9bcb6375a88dd974.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Gang
Enforcement Detail Stops, February 5, 2019; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_7a94219ec43340a484805c8be17f8bfa.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Selected Los
Angeles Police Department Data-Driven Policing Strategies, March 12, 2019;
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https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_21f6fe20f1b84c179abf440d4c049219.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Suspicious
Activity Reports, 2015, September 7, 2016; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_cee47aba63b4450186ba4852826ae278.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Suspicious
Activity Reports, 2016-2017, June 11, 2019; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_badabe408e9943e4840b1eb1cbeec1f7.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of Suspicious
Activity Reports, Fiscal Year 2013/2014, January 23, 2015; https://a27e0481-a3d044b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_197536b31f834289bc1cf0c94b32a40e.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of the
Department’s Early Warning System, August 20, 2014; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b881421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_5f7b5a0861414ed0b5b28563191f63cc.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of the
Department’s Quarterly Discipline Report Second and Third Quarter 2011 Public
Version, March 20, 2012; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_6991caf7969d215704378ac686271849.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Review of the
Department’s Quarterly Discipline Report Third Quarter 2012, Biased Policing, August
21, 2013; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_8e9d766068c54b3cb7bca568f9ae54f6.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Suspicious Activity
Reporting System Audit, March 12, 2013; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_a000774e4074ac5da6af41f276f3d4b4.pdf.
Office of the Inspector General - Los Angeles Police Commission, Video Inspection,
Central Bureau Divisions, September 21, 2016; https://a27e0481-a3d0-44b8-81421376cfbb6e32.filesusr.com/ugd/b2dd23_0f0169293ecd4cb29c647a807a6dc538.pdf.
“Re: Council Files Nos.: 20-0730, 20-0731, 20-0764, 20-0778, 20-0791,” Letter to the
Honorable Nury Martinez, Los Angeles City Council President, August 12, 2020.
Regular Meeting Transcript, Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners, April 15, 2014
Report (the “Rampart Report”), Rampart Independent Review Panel, November 16, 2000.
Report of the Independent Commission on the Los Angeles Police Department (the
“Christopher Commission Report”), Los Angeles Police Commission, 1991.
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“Subject: Basic Recruit Academy Training Hours,” Letter to Los Angeles Police
Commissioners Richard M. Tefank and Eileen M. Decker, August 24, 2020.
“Subject: Biased Policing and Mediation Update - 2017 Annual Report to the Board of
Police Commissioners,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners, April
19, 2018.
“Subject: Childcare Survey,” Letter to Los Angeles Police Commissioners Richard M.
Tefank and Eileen M. Decker, October 21, 2020.
“Subject: Comparative Review of Selected Agency Policies, Investigations, and Training on
the Use of Force: OIG Final Report,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners, October 6, 2016.
“Subject: Department Report on Implicit Bias Training - Follow Up,” Letter to the Honorable
Board of Police Commissioners, April 19, 2018.
“Subject: Department Report on Teams II/III,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners - Los Angeles, January 31, 2018.
“Subject: Department’s Response to the Board of Police Commissioner’s Request on
Biased Policing Reduction Efforts,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners, July 10, 2018.
“Subject: Ethics Enforcement Section Quarterly Report, Third Quarter, 2019,” Letter to the
Honorable Board of Police Commissioners - Los Angeles, February 6, 2020.
“Subject: Latin American Law Enforcement Association Police Reform Findings and
Recommendations,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners - Los
Angeles, Latin American Law Enforcement Association, September 17, 2020.
“Subject: Officer Involved Shooting FID No. 043-19,” Letter to the Honorable Board of
Police Commissioners - Los Angeles, June 18, 2020.
“Subject: OIG’s Review of the Department’s Quarterly Discipline Report for the Fourth
Quarter of 2011,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners, August 23,
2012.
“Subject: Racial Profiling Fact Sheet Due to the Board of Police Commissioners for the
August 19, 2008, Regular Meeting,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners, August 12, 2008.
“Subject: Report Entitled ‘Perspectives on the Disciplinary System: Insights from the Men
and Women of the LAPD,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners - Los
Angeles, November 14, 2014.
“Subject: Review of Procedures and Processes of Law Enforcement Agencies Relative to
Allegations of Racial Profiling, Discrimination and Racial Bias Investigated and
Adjudicated by a Civilian Oversight Body,” Letter to the Board of Police Commissioners,
August 19, 2008.
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“Subject: Revised Minimum Qualifications for Hearing Examiners and Recruitment Plan for
Outreach to Potential Applicants,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners - Los Angeles, May 30, 2019.
“Subject: Statistics - Retention of Women, Officers and Police Service Representatives,”
Letter to Los Angeles Police Commissioners Richard M. Tefank and Eileen M. Decker,
August 24, 2020.
“Subject: The Los Angeles Police Department’s 2019 Fourth Quarter Report on
Homelessness,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners, January 30,
2020.
“Subject: The Los Angeles Police Department’s 2019 Third Quarter Report on
Homelessness,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners, January 15,
2020.
“Subject: Training and Delivery Plan 2020,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners - Los Angeles, June 23, 2020.
“Subject: Use of Force Policy - Revised,” Letter to the Honorable Board of Police
Commissioners - Los Angeles, July 14, 2020.
The City in Crisis, Special Adviser to the Board of Police Commissioners on Civil Disorder
in Los Angeles, October 12, 1992.
ADDITIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT MATERIALS
Dallas Police Department-Fusion Center, Nationwide Suspicious Activity Report (SAR)
Initiative (NSI) Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Protection Policy, September 23,
2013;
https://www.dallaspolice.net/about/Shared%20Documents/Fusion_Suspicious%20Activi
ty%20Reporting%20Policy_040314.pdf.
Florida Department of State, General Records Schedule GS2 for Law Enforcement,
Correctional Facilities and District Medical Examiners, August 2017;
https://fldoswebumbracoprod.blob.core.windows.net/media/698314/gs2-sl-2017final.pdf.
Florida Department of State, Retention, General Records Schedule GS2 for Law
Enforcement, Correctional Facilities and District Medical Examiners, August 2017;
https://fldoswebumbracoprod.blob.core.windows.net/media/698314/gs2-sl-2017final.pdf.
Florida Department of State, Video/Audio Recordings, General Records Schedule GS2 for
Law Enforcement, Correctional Facilities and District Medical Examiners, August 2017;
https://fldoswebumbracoprod.blob.core.windows.net/media/698314/gs2-sl-2017final.pdf.
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Houston Police Department, Body Worn Cameras, General Order 400-28, August 16,
2017; https://www.houstontx.gov/police/pdfs/Body-Worn-Cameras.pdf.
Houston Police Department, Criteria for Submitting Incident Reports, General Order 80007, June 19, 2018; https://www.houstontx.gov/police/general_orders/800/80007%20Criteria%20for%20Submitting%20Incident%20Reports.pdf.
Houston Police Department, Mobile Video Equipment, General Order 400-23, August 24,
2007; https://www.houstontx.gov/police/general_orders/400/40023%20Mobile%20Video%20Equipment.pdf.
Houston Police Department, Records Retention, General Order 800-12, December 18,
2013; https://www.houstontx.gov/police/general_orders/800/80012%20Records%20Retention.pdf.
Miami Police Department, Body Worn Camera (BWC), Chapter 26, Departmental Order 11,
August 18, 2020.
Miami Police Department Training Division, Body Worn Camera (BWC), Department Order
4, Chapter 6, February 5, 2019; https://www.miamipolice.org/DeptOrders/04%20Communications%20Section/0406%20Body%20Worn%20Camera%2002-05-2019.pdf. See also: https://www.miamipolice.org/virtual_policing_unit.html.
Miami Police Department, Mobile and Fixed License Plate Reader (LPR), Chapter 9,
Departmental Order 4, August 8, 2017.
Miami Police Department, Patrol, Chapter 1, Departmental Order 11, November 2008.
Miami Police Department, Reporting Procedures, Chapter 8, Departmental Order 11,
December 2002.
Miami Police Department, Under 21 Impaired Driving Enforcement, Chapter 15,
Departmental Order 12, November 21, 2017.
NYPD Command Operations, Use of Body-Worn Cameras, Patrol Guide Procedure No.
212-123, August 3, 2020;
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/body-worncameras-patrol-guide.pdf.
Philadelphia Police Department, Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR), Directive 9.9,
September 23, 2014; https://www.phillypolice.com/assets/directives/D9.9AutomatedLicensePlateReaders.pdf.
Philadelphia Police Department, Body-Worn Cameras (BWC), Directive 4.21, May 20,
2019.
Philadelphia Police Department, Complaint or Incident Report (75-48), Directive 12.11,
November 26, 2018; http://www.phillypolice.com/assets/directives/D12.11ComplaintOrIncidentReport.pdf.
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Philadelphia Police Department, Complaint or Incident Report (75-48), Directive 12.11,
September 14, 2018; http://www.phillypolice.com/assets/directives/D12.11ComplaintOrIncidentReport.pdf.
Philadelphia Police Department, Suspicious Activity Reporting Relating to Terrorism,
Directive 5.28, April 7, 2016, January 25, 2013;
http://www.phillypolice.com/assets/directives/D5.28SuspiciousActivityReportingRelatedToTerrorism.pdf.
Philadelphia Police Department, Vehicle or Pedestrian Investigation Report (75-48A),
Directive 12.11, December 12, 2017;
http://www.phillypolice.com/assets/directives/D12.11-ComplaintOrIncidentReport.pdf.
Phoenix Police Department, Arizona Traffic Ticket and Complaint (ATTC), Operations
Order 6.2, July 2018.
Phoenix Police Department, Body-Worn Video Technology, Operations Order 4.49, August
2019.
Phoenix Police Department, Information Management Plan (IMP), Operations Order 2.14,
September 2018.
San Antonio Police Department, Procedure 401 - Offense/Incident/Supplemental Reports,
General Manual, December 5, 2019;
https://www.missionnonstop.com/Portals/0/Files/SAPD/GeneralManual/401%20Offense
,%20Incident,%20Supplemental%20Reports.pdf.
San Antonio Police Department, Procedure 409 - Mobile Video Recording, General
Manual, January 31, 2017;
http://www.sanantonio.gov/Portals/0/Files/SAPD/GeneralManual/409MobileVideoRecor
ding.pdf.
San Antonio Police Department, Procedure 410 - Body Worn Cameras, General Manual,
December 5, 2019;
https://www.sanantonio.gov/Portals/0/Files/SAPD/GeneralManual/410%20Body%20Wo
rn%20%20Cameras.pdf.
San Diego Police Department, Axon Body Worn Cameras, 1.49 - Administration,
September 26, 2017; https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/149.pdf.
San Diego Police Department, Intelligent Streetlights, 3.33 - Investigations, March 12,
2019;
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/police_department_procedure_on_streetligh
ts_technology.pdf. .
San Francisco Police Department, Body Worn Cameras, General Order 10.11, June 1,
2016;
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https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceDocuments/Dep
artmentGeneralOrders/SFPD-DGO10.11-Body%20Worn%20Cameras.pdf.
San Francisco Police Department, Investigative Detentions, General Order 5.03, November
17, 2003; https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/201811/DGO5.03%20Investigative%20Detentions.pdf.
San Jose Police Department, Body Cameras Project,
https://www2.sjpd.org/insidesjpd/bodycameras/.
San Jose Police Department, Body-Worn Camera Program Executive Summary, January
29, 2016; https://www2.sjpd.org/insidesjpd/bodycameras/bwc-executive-summary.pdf.
San Jose Police Department, Gang Investigation Unit Guidelines, August 6, 2019.
San Jose Police Department, San Jose Police Body Worn Camera Policy,
https://www.sjpd.org/about-us/inside-sjpd/body-camera-information/san-jose-policebody-worn-camera-policy.
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS’ REPORTS
American Civil Liberties Union. Towards Accountability: Overcoming LAPD’s Flawed
Disciplinary Process, November 2018;
https://www.aclusocal.org/en/publications/towards-accountability-overcoming-lapdsflawed-disciplinary-process.
Bergman, W. and Bergman, J. A Simple Solution to Policing Problems: Women!, Texas
A&M University, 2016;
https://www.icos.umich.edu/sites/default/files/lecturereadinglists/bergman_walker_jean
%20%282016%29%20IOP%20women%20policing.pdf.
Blue Ribbon Rampart Review Panel; Rampart Reconsidered: The Search for Real Reform
Seven Years Later, http://www.lacp.org/2006-Articles-Main/071506Rampart%20Reconsidered-Full%20Report.pdf.
Cassidy, M., et. al. The Victim’s View: Domestic Violence and Police Response, Law
Enforcement Executive Forum, Police Pursuits, 2004.
Cities United. A Strategic Resource for Mayors on Police-Involved Shootings and InCustody Deaths, August 2018;
https://citiesunited.org/pdf/Cities_United_Mayor_s_Resource_on_Community_Violence
_August_2018.pdf.
Denson, T. F., et. al. Aggression in Women: Behavior, Brain and Hormones, 12 Frontiers
in Behav. Neurosci. 81 (May 2, 2018);
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnbeh.2018.00081/full.
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Eberhardt, Jennifer L., Ph.D. Strategies for Change: Research Initiatives and
Recommendations to Improve Police-Community Relations in Oakland, Calif., Stanford
SPARQ, June 20, 2016; https://sparq.stanford.edu/strategies-for-change.
Eberhardt, Jennifer L., Ph.D. Biased, Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice that Shapes What
We See, Think and Do, Penguin Random House, Washington D.C. (2019).
Fair and Just Prosecution, Blueprint for Police Accountability and Reform: A New Vision for
Policing and the Justice System, June 16, 2020; https://fairandjustprosecution.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/Policing-Roadmap-FINAL.pdf.
Glenn, Russell W., et. al. Training the 21st Century Police Officer: Redefining Police
Professionalism for the Los Angeles Police Department (2003);
https://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1745.html.
Grunwald, Ben and Rappaport, John. The Wandering Officer, 129 Yale L.J. 1676 (2020);
https://www.yalelawjournal.org/article/the-wandering-officer.
Harrington, Penny E., et. al. Recruiting & Retaining Women: A Self-Assessment Guide for
Law Enforcement, National Center for Women & Policing, 2001;
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/bja/185235.pdf.
Hoffman, Peter B. and Hickey, Edward R. Use of Force by Female Police Officers, J. of
Crim. Just. 33 (2005);
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4970724_Use_of_force_by_female_police_offi
cers.
Leong, Nancy. In a Different Force, 86 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1552 (Nov. 2018);
http://www.gwlr.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/86-Geo.-Wash.-L.-Rev.-1552.pdf.
Lonsway, Kimberly A. Hiring & Retaining More Women: The Advantages to Law
Enforcement Agencies, National Center for Women & Policing, 2000;
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/234761455_Hiring_Retaining_More_Women_
The_Advantages_to_Law_Enforcement_Agencies.
Lum, Cynthia, et. al. An Evidence-Assessment of the Recommendations of the President’s
Task Force on 21st Century Policing —Implementation and Research Priorities, Center
for Evidence-Based Crime Policy at George Mason University, 2016;
https://cebcp.org/wp-content/evidence-based-policing/IACP-GMU-EvidenceAssessment-Task-Force-FINAL.pdf.
Lum, Cynthia, et. al. Constrained Gatekeepers of the Criminal Justice Footprint: A
Systematic Social Observation Study of 9-1-1 Calltakers and Dispatchers, Justice
Quarterly, 2020;
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/07418825.2020.1834604.
McDowall, Almuth, et. al. Promoting Ethical Behaviour and Preventing Wrongdoing in
Organisations: A Rapid Evidence Assessment, College of Policing, 2015;
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282611819_Promoting_ethical_behaviour_an
d_preventing_wrongdoing_in_organisations_A_rapid_evidence_assessment.
Mcelvian, James P. and Kposowa, Augustine J. Police Officer Characteristics and the
Likelihood of Using Deadly Force, 35 Crim. Just. & Behavior 505 (2008);
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0093854807313995.
Miller, Amalia R. and Segal, Carmit. Do Female Officers Improve Law Enforcement
Quality? Effects on Crime Reporting and Domestic Violence Escalation, 86 Rev. of
Econ. Stud. 5 (Sept. 18, 2018); https://economics.mit.edu/files/9559.
National Network for Safe Communities at John Jay College, Reconciliation Between
Police and Communities: Case Studies and Lessons Learned, 2018;
https://nnscommunities.org/guides/reconciliation-between-police-and-communitiescase-studies-and-lessons-learned/.
National Initiative for Building Community Trust & Justice, https://trustandjustice.org/.
Reconciliation Process Overview; Procedural Justice Community Training Deck;
Procedural Justice Training Deck; Procedural Justice and Police Legitimacy
https://trustandjustice.org/resources/intervention/procedural-justice.
Novich, Madeleine, et. al. “They Can’t Search Her”: How Gender Imbalances in the Police
Force Contribute to Perceptions of Procedural Unfairness, 13 Fem Criminal. 3, 160-86
(Jul. 1, 2018); https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6219469/.
Now This News, Getting Pulled Over as a Black Man in America, June 4, 2020;
https://nowthisnews.com/videos/news/getting-pulled-over-as-a-black-man-in-america.
Paoline II, Eugene and Terrill, William. Women Police Officers and the Use of Coercion, 15
Women & Crim. Just. 97 (2004);
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232980822_Women_Police_Officers_and_the
_Use_of_Coercion.
Police-Involved Deadly Force Encounters, Minnesota Working Group, February 2020;
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/co/working-group/Documents/police-involved-deadly-forceencounters-recommendations.pdf.
Policing Project - New York University School of Law & the Center for Policing Equity.
Collecting, Analyzing and Responding to Stop Data: A Guidebook for Law Enforcement
Agencies, Government and Communities, September 28, 2020;
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a33e881b631bc60d4f8b31/t/5f7335d7294be10
059d32d1c/1601385959666/COPS-Guidebook+Final+Release+Version.pdf.
Policing Project - New York University School of Law, An Assessment of Traffic Stops and
Policing Strategies in Nashville, 2018; https://www.policingproject.org/nashville-trafficstops.
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